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Glossary
CEDAW

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women

CERD

International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

CRPD

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

CMEV

Centre for Monitoring Election Violence

DOGP

Declaration of Global Principles for Non-Partisan Election
Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations

DOP-IEO

Declaration of Principles for International Election Observation and
its Code of Conduct

EDR

Electoral Dispute Resolution

EMO

Election Monitoring Organization

EMB

Election Management Body

GNDEM
ICCPR
ICRMW

LGBT
LT

Global Network for Domestic Election Monitors
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of their Families
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender
Long-term Monitor

PACE

People’s Alliance for Credible Elections

PVT

Parallel Vote Tabulation

PWD

Person with Disability

SLAPP

Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation

ST

Short-term Monitor

TOT

Training of Trainers

UDHR
UNHRC

Universal Declaration of Human Rights
United Nations Human Rights Committee
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Foreword

A

NFREL first introduced its Election Monitoring Handbook in 2014 in
Myanmar, to support domestic election monitoring in the country
ahead of the first open elections in more than two decades. At that
time, Myanmar’s civil society was very eager to take part in various aspects
of the electoral process, and engaged in activities such as voter education and
election observation trainings. The media also actively played an important
role as they partnered with CSOs to meaningfully contribute in the historic
democratic exercise. In 2019, that Election Monitoring Handbook was updated.
Also in 2019, ANFREL successfully mounted the only international election observation mission for the 2019 Thai General Election. The Thai general election
was the first in eight years, following a period of rule by the military junta
which severely cracked down upon the media and civil society in the country.
ANFREL’s mission report ultimately concluded that the elections could at best
be considered “partly free, and not fair” because the civil society organizations
(CSOs) and other essential election stakeholders were challenged and were
hesitant to engage in the process and unable to significantly contribute to a
vibrant environment where free speech and citizen participation would be valued. The years of military rule had left deep scars upon Thai civil society.
In 2020, Thai voters are expected to elect tens of thousands of local councilor
and administrator positions across the country. Ahead of this important step
in reestablishing democratic processes in the country, ANFREL felt the need
to encourage the participation of democracy-oriented actors, and especially
those planning to monitor elections at all levels, which we see as a fundamental part of a truly democratic culture.
Through the publication of this Election Monitoring Handbook for Civil Society
Organizations in Thailand, ANFREL envisions that elections monitors will be
strong enough to continue pursuing significant initiatives on their own and
act as watchdogs of the entire electoral process. As such, ANFREL has taken
into its hands the important task of sharing the expertise gained through its
22 years of election engagements across Asia.
To elaborate this book, ANFREL held several consultation meetings with representatives of various CSOs, media and academic institutions to identify the
specific needs of election monitors in Thailand. Comments and suggestions
from these meetings were incorporated them in this new publication in the
5

hopes that it will contribute to a more active and sustainable participation of
the civil society in Thailand’s electoral processes. I wish to thank all those who
attended these consultation meetings for their valuable inputs.
Among the contributors responsible for drafting this new Handbook, I would
first like extend special thanks to Mr. Yingcheep Atchanont from iLaw, for his
invaluable assistance in navigating Thailand’s complex legal system. I would
also like to thank the team at the ANFREL Secretariat who made this project
possible and finalized the book you are now holding. They are Mr. Amaël Vier,
Mr. John Reiner Antiquerra, Ms. Pratyaporn Ngoeingamkham, Ms. Tanyatorn
Plaiyngam, Mr. Tharindu Abeyrathna, and Mr. Karel Jiaan Antonio Galang. Finally, I would like to thank ANFREL’s Chairperson Mr. Muddassir Rizvi from
Pakistan, our Treasurer Mr. Sakool Zuesongdham from Thailand, and the rest
of the Board of Directors for their continued support and unwavering commitment to democracy across Asia.
We hope that this handbook would contribute in making democracy in Thailand sustainable through a more vibrant and participatory elections in the
country in 2020 and beyond. Chok dee!

Chandanie Watawala
ANFREL Executive Director
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Chapter 1

Introduction

E

lection monitoring by civil society organizations (CSOs) is a non-partisan initiative that seeks to ensure not only the integrity of the polls but also the enforcement of fundamental human rights throughout the election cycle. It is an im-

portant instrument to promote transparency, accountability, and inclusion in electoral
processes. The conduct of election observation or election monitoring is an expression
of the people’s right to participate in public affairs, enshrined in Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as the fundamental freedoms of
association and expression.
Election observers and monitors are considered specialized human rights defenders in the
field of civil and political rights. It is their duty to safeguard the sanctity of the people’s will,
enhance public trust, promote accountability and transparency, and assist in mitigating conflict arising from electoral disagreements. This can be done by gathering information related
to the conduct of an election, exposing fraudulent practices or irregularities, deterring potential election-related violence, as well as offering recommendations to improve future electoral processes. Assessments made by election monitoring groups have the power to affect the
perception of an election’s legitimacy, as well as influence reforms. History tells us that when
done right, election observation is a catalyst for democratic development.
7
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In the Philippines, the 20-year dictatorship of Ferdinand Marcos ended in 1986 after the
peaceful People Power Revolution sparked by the massive efforts to manipulate election results exposed by the National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL,
formed in 1983). Following the success of NAMFREL, groups like the People’s Action for
Free and Fair Elections in Sri Lanka (PAFFREL, formed in 1987), Pollwatch Foundation
in Thailand (formed in 1992), ODHIKAR in Bangladesh (formed in 1994), the Committee
for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia (COMFREL, formed 1995), and Komite Independen Pemantau Pemilu in Indonesia (KIPP, formed in 1996) started conducting election
observation initiatives in their own countries. These groups are today among the strongest and most established civilian-led election monitoring organizations in the world.
More recently, election observation efforts led by the Bersih 2.0 coalition in Malaysia
helped pave the way for a historic change in the country’s governance, despite massive
political pressure from the government. The success and sustainability of such groups
can be attributed to their righteous, credible, and fact-based methodology in assessing
elections, as well as their steadfast independence and impartiality. Considering the potency of election observation as a tool for democratization, it is indeed crucial for election observers themselves to embody the high ethical standards of transparency and
integrity which they promote if they are to be taken seriously by other stakeholders.
The principles governing election monitoring efforts throughout the world are compiled in the 2012 Declaration of Global Principles for Non-Partisan Election Observation
and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations (or DOGP). This document codifies the foundational idea of genuine elections, defines the principles behind non-partisan, independent scrutiny of electoral processes, and lays down the conditions required for citizens
to monitor the various stages of the election cycle. It also comes with a code of conduct
and sample pledge for citizen election observers designed to strengthen their commitment to the cause of electoral democracy.
This first ANFREL Election Monitoring Handbook for CSOs in Thailand is tailor-fitted to
address the needs of emerging domestic election watchdog organizations in the country and help them implement the principles in the DOGP. Elaborated in consultation
with various partners in Thailand and other countries, and inspired by similar documents previously published by ANFREL, the handbook contains knowledge gained
through our network’s experience in conducting election observation missions all over
Asia.
The handbook is designed to provide domestic election monitors with basic knowledge
of standard election observation methodologies, as well as current information on the
legal framework for elections, potential reporting tools, and new areas of interest such
as technology or social media, among others. The handbook aims to equip domestic
election observers or monitors with a reference guide they can use when implementing
8
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election monitoring activities throughout the election cycle. It is essential for national election monitoring organizations to cover all phases of the electoral preparations,
from the delimitation of electoral boundaries to voter registration and education, and
do a systematic follow-up of all relevant areas after Election Day, including the reporting of campaign finance expenditures, electoral dispute resolution, or electoral reform
initiatives.
Over the last two decades, election monitoring has seen the development of situation-based forms and checklists which have successfully been used by national election monitoring organizations. This handbook therefore highlights some of the widely
accepted guidelines which make it more efficient for domestic election monitors to
record their findings in an accurate and reliable manner. For instance, the use of Election Day checklists and associated tools are nowadays an integral part in monitoring
polling and counting operations, which constitute the backbone of any assessment of
the integrity of a country’s electoral processes.
The chapters in this handbook have been designed in recognition of the social, political, and cultural background of Asia and more specifically Thailand, while highlighting
the importance of adhering to universal values and international standards. Through
this publication and other capacity building efforts for Thai CSOs and media, ANFREL
hopes to contribute to a climate of inclusive and sustainable democracy in Thailand
where the people’s will could be expressed in free, fair, and periodic elections. We recognize and salute the efforts of all non-partisan democracy-oriented groups and individuals similarly working towards this purpose and assure them of our unwavering support.
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Chapter 2

International Standards
of Democratic Governance

D

emocracy is defined as a form of governance where all state authority is derived
from the people’s consent to be governed. An election is an instrument of democracy by which the people, as sovereign entities, lend authority to the leaders

of their choice to constitute a government and rule on their behalf. Citizens can also exercise their decision-making powers by voting directly in plebiscites and referendum,
which is sometimes called “direct democracy”.
A truly democratic electoral process is one that reflects the will of the people: held
under a free and fair environment, conducted in accordance with the rule of law, and
devoid of any undue influence such as violence, fraud and intimidation. Democracy
also requires elections to be scheduled at regular intervals without unnecessary delay
or suspension of the government’s popular mandate to rule.
An election is a process in which the fundamental rights to express, associate, and assemble are all exercised. To ensure that the way elections are conducted respect these
fundamental rights, we have international covenants, norms, and principles which lay
out the basic tenets of democratic processes. For instance, there must be no undue limit
to participation on the basis of race, religion, gender, physical or mental abilities, po10
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litical views, socioeconomic status, or any other factor of discrimination. International
standards indicate that in front of a ballot box, every person stands equal and has one
vote.
International law is a powerful instrument in upholding widely accepted human rights
norms. In theory, a state that signed a treaty guaranteeing political rights is bound to
follow it and must ensure that its national legislation aligns with its international commitments. In practice, it may be difficult to enforce even the most blatant breaches
of such international obligations, which often turn out to be more aspirational than
binding. However, treaties can serve as a reference framework when judging the outcome of an electoral exercise and should be included in any assessment of a country’s
performance in meeting democratic expectations. Moreover, they provide legitimacy
when negotiating with election officials over a request to deploy election monitors to
the polls.
In addition to treaties, there are a number of non-binding “soft law” instruments containing widely acknowledged norms of electoral democracy that can be used as benchmark thanks to their significant moral weight. The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR) is the most famous of these: a resolution of the United Nations’ General
Assembly adopted in 1948, it constitutes a foundational document so overwhelmingly
recognized that some argue it is now binding to states under customary international
law. This document has become a fixture in the international human rights landscape,
and the basis for many international treaties and conventions.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR, 1948)
The UDHR represents a “common standard of achievement for all peoples and
all nations”. Among many groundbreaking advances, it prescribes the necessary conditions for meaningful political participation of a citizen as a voter or
candidate for elected office. It emphasizes rights such as freedom of speech,
of assembly, of religion, and others deemed fundamental for all human beings.
The pertinent provisions regarding elections are contained in Article 21:
“(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this
will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by
universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent
free voting procedures.”
11
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Every state is also party to many treaties, some containing human rights commitments.
The following table details Thailand’s legal commitments with regard to the main international treaties containing international standard for elections.

International Law Instruments
Regarding Elections and Human Rights

Thailand’s Position

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR, 1966)

Ratified, 1996

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW, 1979)

Ratified, 2000

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(CRPD, 2007)

Ratified, 2016

International Convention on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD, 1965)

Ratified, 2003

International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of their Families
(ICRMW, 1990)

Not ratified

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, 1966)
Together with the UDHR, the ICCPR is among the two most important documents
establishing universal standards of free and fair elections. The provisions of the two
documents complement and reinforce each other. ICCPR is a treaty ratified by 172
states which are bound by it and required to implement it. The United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRC) is tasked with monitoring the implementation of
the ICCPR.
The most salient provisions are contained in Article 25:
“Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned in Article 2 [race, color, sex, language, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status] and without unreasonable
restrictions:
a. To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen
representatives;
b. To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free
expression of the will of the electors;
c. To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service in his country.”
12
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It is important to note that the ICCPR was also vastly expanded in scope by an interpretation presented in UNHRC’s General Comment 25 in 1996. Although not
legally binding, general comments carry strong authority and are an integral part of
the states’ understanding of the ICCPR. Among other significant contributions, the
General Comment includes the following:
- States must adopt specific measures to ensure that obstacles to voting and participation, such as poverty, illiteracy, restrictions to freedom of movement and
homelessness are overcome.
- Any restriction on the right to vote or participate must be established by law,
objective, reasonable, and proportionate.
Finally, paragraph 20 of General Comment 25 recognizes the role of citizen election
observers by stating that “there should be independent scrutiny of the voting and
counting process […] so that electors have confidence in the security of the ballot
and the counting of the votes”.

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW, 1979)
Article 7 of CEDAW contains the following provisions protecting the equal rights of
women to participate in electoral affairs:
“States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against
women in the political and public life of the country and, in particular, shall ensure to
women, on equal terms with men, the right:
(a) To vote in all elections and public referenda and to be eligible for election to all
publicly elected bodies;
(b) To participate in the formulation of government policy and the implementation thereof and to hold public office and perform all public functions at all
levels of government;
(c) To participate in non-governmental organizations and associations concerned
with the public and political life of the country.”

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD, 2007)
The CRPD ensures that fundamental rights (expression, association, and assembly)
of persons with disabilities (PWDs) are guaranteed, and that they are afforded of
their rights to participate in public affairs without discrimination, most especially
through elections, or participating in organizations.
Relevant provisions of the CRPD can be found in Article 29. Among other things, it
establishes that:
- “voting procedures, facilities and materials [must be] appropriate, accessible
and easy to understand and use”
13
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- “where necessary, at their request, [PWDs must be allowed] assistance in voting
by a person of their own choice”
- States must “promote actively an environment in which persons with disabilities
can effectively and fully participate in the conduct of public affairs, without discrimination and on an equal basis with others”.

International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
(CERD, 1965)
This document calls for the removal of all instruments which make racial discrimination possible, as well as the promotion of understanding among all people. The
Convention also requires members to criminalize hate speech (Article 4). The most
salient portion of the CERD for the purpose of election monitoring is Article 5, which
states:
“In compliance with the fundamental obligations laid down in article 2 of this Convention, States Parties undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination
in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race,
color, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the following rights: […]
(c) Political rights, in particular the right to participate in elections-to vote and to
stand for election-on the basis of universal and equal suffrage, to take part in
the Government as well as in the conduct of public affairs at any level and to
have equal access to public service”

International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (ICRMW, 1990)
This covenant emphasizes the connection between migration and human rights. It
does not seek to create new rights for migrants but rather ensure their fundamental
rights wherever they are situated. The most salient part of the ICRMW for election
monitors is Article 41, which states:
“1. Migrant workers and members of their families shall have the right to participate in public affairs of their State of origin and to vote and to be elected at
elections of that State, in accordance with its legislation.
2. The States concerned shall, as appropriate and in accordance with their legislation, facilitate the exercise of these rights.”
Thailand is currently not a signatory of this convention, but it is still valuable for election monitors or democracy advocates to be aware of its existence, for instance for
advocacy purposes.

14
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In addition to treaties, the international standards for elections enumerated above are
also reflected in a wide variety of documents adopted by international or non-government organizations. There is not, however, a “one size fits all” approach to elections
and election monitoring. The UN General Assembly, and many UN members, repeatedly
emphasize that “there is no single model of democracy” and acknowledge a “necessity
of due respect for sovereignty and the right to self-determination”. For our guidance as
election monitors however, it is important for us to refer to existing international documents which emphasize the need for free, fair, and inclusive elections.
Some of the documents that can be of use to election monitors in Asia include:
•

Declaration of Principles for International Election Observation and its Code
of Conduct (DOP-IEO, 2005). This document is celebrated by the United Nations General Assembly, and establishes the basis for credible international
election observation by both international non-governmental and intergovernmental organizations. As of now, it is endorsed by 55 organizations conducting international election observation activities.

•

Declaration of Global Principles for Non-Partisan Election Observation and
Monitoring by Citizen Organizations (DOGP, 2012). The DOGP is a similar document which serves as a basis for credible election monitoring initiatives
by domestic election monitoring groups. Initiated by the Global Network for
Domestic Election Monitors (GNDEM), it lays down the following rights and
responsibilities for election monitors:

Rights

Responsibilities

Right to participation

Responsibility of neutrality

Right to security

Responsibility of cooperation

Right to cooperation

Responsibility of impartiality

Right to access

Responsibility of practicality

Right to information

Responsibility of integrity

Right to association

Responsibility of constructiveness

Right to form coalitions

Responsibility of coordination
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ANFREL believes the DOGP is an excellent tool for domestic election monitors to consider throughout their activities as it provides a framework of good practices for successful monitoring. Therefore, you can find the full version of this document at the end
of this handbook (Annex 1).
•

Inter-Parliamentary Union Declaration on Criteria for Free and Fair Elections
(1994). As a member of the International Parliamentary Union, members of
the Thai parliament acknowledge and endorse the fundamental principles
of democratic elections, which includes regular conduct, recognition of the
rights to vote, and to contest without any discrimination.

•

ANFREL Election Monitoring Principles. ANFREL, as the only regional election observation organization in Asia, has initiated several documents which
aim to create an endemic process of promoting democracy and electoral integrity. These documents were products of the Asian Electoral Stakeholder
Forum, which gathers biennially election management bodies and citizen
election monitors from all over Asia to address contemporary issues on democracy. These documents are:
1.

Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections (2012) – a document
which standardizes the norms and principles identified by Asian electoral stakeholders on what makes elections democratic. This remains
until today the largest Asia-specific document regarding international
standards and best practices of free and fair elections. The full document is available at the end of this handbook (Annex 2).

2.

Dili Indicators of Democratic Elections (2015) – iterates specific determinants of democratic elections, which election monitors can use a guide
to assess the quality of elections;

3.

Bali Commitment: 8 Keys to Electoral Transparency and Integrity (2016)
– describes a set of eight criteria which can be used to assess the level
of transparency and integrity of an election;

4.

Colombo Pledge on Promoting and Defending Democracy in Asia (2018)
– an action plan designed to be a guide among election stakeholders in
addressing contemporary challenges to democratization.
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Chapter 3

Legal Framework
for Elections in Thailand
3.1 Electoral System for General Elections

T

he 2017 Constitution introduced a new framework for elections in Thailand,
which was expanded, among others, by the 2017 Act on the Election Commission, the 2017 Act on Political Parties, the 2018 Act on the Election of Members of

the House of Representatives, the 2018 Act on the Installation of Senators, and the 2019
Act on the Election of Members of Local Assemblies and Local Administrations.
Although the return to electoral processes is a welcome development, in ANFREL’s
opinion, the new Constitution and organic laws are not conducive to democratic ideals
and practices, as they fail to fully recognize fundamental individual rights. The organic laws also allow for tighter control of the political arena by national authorities, especially the new Election Commission, which is provided with larger powers than its
predecessors.
The 2017 Constitution introduced a new “mixed-member apportionment” (MMA) electoral system for the House of Representatives, used for the first time in the general
election of 24 March 2019. According to this system, 350 MPs are elected in first-pastthe-post voting from single-member constituencies, while the remaining 150 MPs are
17
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selected from nationwide closed party lists. Since 2019, voters are invited to cast a single ballot, choosing only a candidate in their constituency while party-list results are
calculated from the total number of votes received by each party nationwide. Voters
do not therefore directly cast a ballot for party-list MPs, as was the case in previous
elections.
Party-list seats are derived from each party’s national vote tally, by deducting the constituency seats already obtained, if any. According to regulations from the Election
Commission of Thailand, there is no threshold for parties to be eligible to the distribution of party-list seats. It is also worth noting that for a period of one year after a general
election, any by-election or event influencing the number of votes cast for any party
will lead to a recalculation and possible reallocation of party-list seats, which leads to
potential instability in the House. Furthermore, no independent candidates can run in
a parliamentary election, since all candidates need to be endorsed by a political party.
Despite being elected by the people, the mandate of MPs is strongly undermined by the
possibility for the appointed members of the Senate to participate in the selection of
Prime Ministers for a period of five years, starting in 2019. The overall composition of
the National Assembly of Thailand is illustrated in the graphic below.

18
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Composition of Parliament from 2019 to 2024

750
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Term: 4 years
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As in other elections in Thailand, voting is mandatory for all citizens aged 18 or older,
with the loss of some political rights and access to some government positions for a
period of two years for those who fail to vote. Ballots also include a “none of the above”
option to guarantee the right of voters to abstain from choosing. Thailand also provides
out-of-country and advance voting mechanisms to accommodate voters who are unable to vote in their constituency on Election Day.
For a more comprehensive analysis of the electoral system for parliamentary elections
in Thailand, readers can refer to ANFREL's mission report on the 2019 general election.
19
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3.2 Legal Perspective on Local Elections in Thailand
Local administration under the 2017 Constitution
Local administration and “decentralization” efforts first started during the reign of King
Rama V over 100 years ago. In that period, as all power rested with the central government, the extent to which decentralization could take shape was entirely up to the
government’s initiative.
The development of local administration underwent variations over time, subject to ever-changing political powers. With the overthrow of the absolute monarchy in 1932 and
subsequent coup d’états, orders issued by the juntas to rearrange the power structure
and legal amendments made local administration an incoherent and disjointed effort.
It was only with the 1997 Constitution that a layout for local administration, along with
a plan of major decentralization, was institutionalized.
When it comes to “decentralization”, however, any effort to rearrange the power structure in order to make a unified system would be opposed by various groups who would
adversely be affected by it. Even a coup-installed government cannot wield the power
to dictate the direction of local administration without offending influential interest
groups. For example, during the period of the National Council for Peace and Order
(NCPO), attempts were made to draft a bill on local administration organizations, but it
was never submitted for deliberation.
As a result of disoriented arrangement of local administration and several legal amendments, the Thai local administration system remains to this day complex and confusing, with authorities of several agencies still overlapping under a number of relevant
laws.
The 2017 Constitution, drafted by NCPO appointees, includes provisions on “Local Administration” in Chapter 14, which ostensibly recognizes the principle of decentralization of power. It also stipulates that local administration organizations are responsible
for public services and activities, as well as promoting and supporting education for
local people. However, in contrast with the previous two charters, the 2017 Constitution
does not have any provision to increase decentralization, and is set up in a way that
would limit decentralization in the future.
Professor Natthakorn Withitanon explains in “Judicia-cracy, Courts and Coup d’états”
(ตุลาการธิปไตย

ศาล และการรัฐประหาร), published by Thai Lawyers for Human Rights, that

the 2017 Constitution obviously presents several issues. For instance, it discards the
phrase “autonomy for the local authorities in accordance with the principle of self-government”. The word “decentralization” itself cannot be found anywhere in the charter.
Although members of local councils and executives are supposed to be elected, the
20
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Constitution provides that in the case of special local administrative organizations, the
executives may be chosen by “other means”. Besides, the term of tenure of those officials is not defined.
Although practical details about the establishment of local administrative organizations do not have to be specified in the Constitution, as these will be prescribed in
several laws, the current Constitution deliberately “omits” several principles which
should be written to ensure effective decentralization of power.

Comparison of decentralization clauses
in recent Thai Constitutions
1997
Constitution

2007
Constitution

2017
Constitution

Yes

Yes

No

How local councils come
to power

Election

Election

Election

How executives of special
local administrative
organizations come to power

Election

Election

Election
or
“other means”

Term of office for executives
of local administrative
organizations

4 years

4 years

Not defined

Qualifications of executives

Incompatible
with the status
of public servant

Incompatible
with the status
of public servant

Not defined

Issues
Freedom to formulate policy

Local and provincial administrations:
Overlapping powers in Thai decentralization
According to the Ministry of Education’s textbooks, students all over the country are
taught that Thai administration consists of three parts, namely, central, provincial and
local administrations.
Provincial administration is, in fact, part of central administration and has nothing to
do with decentralization. The Ministry of Interior selects and sends people to assume
offices in the provinces. Governors and Chief District Officers are therefore from the
central administration, not representing and not responsible to local people. They are
21
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tasked with carrying out policies from Bangkok in their local areas, according to the
principle of deconcentration of power. In practice, even if the Governors and Chief District Officers have no knowledge or familiarity with the problems in their areas, they
have more authority and are more powerful than the Chief Executives of Provincial
Administrative Organizations (PAOs).
While Thailand has a local administration system in which executives are elected by
local constituencies, the provincial administration still maintains its power at local levels by retaining the positions of Kamnan (head of sub-district) to oversee sub-districts
and village heads to oversee village communities. These two positions form “locality
administration” which is part of the provincial administration under the command of
the central government, not belonging to “local administration”.
Currently, village heads are elected by village constituencies, and Kamnan are elected
by village heads, and as such can be considered to some extent as having a connection
to the people. Nevertheless, after the 2006 coup, special privileges were given to these
two positions so that the incumbents at that time were to hold their posts indefinitely,
as opposed to a previously prescribed term of 5 years. Despite attempts to reduce the
roles of these positions of “locality administration” in order to transfer power to local
administration, or to limit their terms of office, there have been constant resistance
from the Association of Kamnan and Village Heads. The “locality administration” has,
therefore, retained overlapping power with the evolving local administration system.
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Laws relevant to local elections
There are over 100 acts passed by Parliament that are relevant to local administration
and give authority to local administrative bodies. Those directly concerning the arrangement of the local administration can be divided into 3 types:
Main laws
•

The 2017 Constitution

•

The 1991 Government Administration Act

•

The 1999 Determining Plan and Procedures in Decentralization to the Local Administrative Organizations Act

•

The 2003 Royal Decree on Criteria and Procedures for Good Governance

Laws establishing organizations
•

The 1953 Municipal Act

•

The 1978 Pattaya Administration Act

•

The 1985 Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Act

•

The 1994 Sub-district Council and Administrative Organization Act

•

The 1997 Provincial Administrative Organization Act

Related laws
•

The 1999 Transforming Sukhapiban to Municipality Act

•

The 1999 Local Personnel Administration Act

•

The 1999 Act Governing Collection of Signatories to Propose Local Ordinances

•

The 1999 Voting to Dismiss Members of Local Councils or Local Administrators
Act

•

The 2019 Election of Local Councilors and Administrators Act

The law most relevant to the local elections is the 2019 Election of Local Councilors
and Administrators Act, also known as the “Local Elections Act”. The Act prescribes
the procedures for holding elections, qualifications of eligible voters and candidates,
expense limits and method of electoral campaign, vote counting and announcement of
results, etc.
When it comes to holding local elections of each type or in each locality, the number of
seats and the electoral system has to be considered according to “specific laws” of each
separate type of locality. While these specific laws were not entirely redrafted during
the NCPO days, all were amended in 2019. They prescribe the particulars of those local
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elections, including the numbers of council members to be elected, the delimitation of
constituencies, the qualification of candidates, and proscribed prohibitions.

Main laws
Title

•

Specific laws

The 2019 Election of
Local Councilors and
Administrators Act

•
•
•
•
•

Scope

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

procedures of election
management
eligible voters
eligible candidates
expenses and methods of
electoral campaign
procedures of voting and
contesting results
procedures of vote counting
and announcement of results
supervision of elections
penalties

•
•
•
•

The 1953 Municipal Act
The 1985 Bangkok
Metropolitan Administration
Act
The 1994 Sub-district
Council and Administrative
Organization Act
The 1997 Provincial
Administrative Organization
Act
The 1999 Pattaya
Administration Act
the numbers of local
council members and local
administrators
electoral systems
delimitation of constituencies
qualification and prohibitions

Structures of local administrative organizations
There are currently two categories of local administrative organizations in Thailand:
1.

General local administrative organizations, including Provincial Administrative
Organizations, Municipality and Sub-district Administrative Organizations; and

2.

Special local administrative organizations in Bangkok and Pattaya.

The citizens who do not have a house registration in Bangkok or Pattaya are covered
by general local administration. People in each province are under two levels of local
administration simultaneously:
1.

the provincial administrative organization, which is the largest of local administrative bodies covering the entire province and overlapping with the other levels
of local administration within the province; and
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2.

the subsequent level of local administrations, that is, municipality (for urban
areas) or sub-district/Tambon administrative organizations (for non-urban areas), each with its own authority and responsibilities in its respective area. There
are three types of municipalities: i.e., Nakhon (city), Mueang (town) and Tambon
(sub-district) municipalities, depending on the density of population and local
income.
Provincial Administrative Organization

Bangkok
Metropolitan
Administration

Pattaya City
Administration

City (Nakhon)
Municipality

+

Town (Mueang)
Municipality

Sub-district
(Tambon)
Municipality

Sub-district
(Tambon)
Administrative
Organization

A city (Nakhon) municipality covers an urban area with a population of 50,000 people
or more, and with sufficient income to perform the duties assigned. A town (Mueang)
municipality covers the city where the provincial hall is situated or a town with a population of 10,000 or more, and with sufficient income to perform the duties assigned.
Sub-district (Tambon) municipalities cover other urban areas with less population. The
Ministry of Interior is in charge of recognizing the status of the different municipalities.
A sub-district (Tambon) administrative organization covers an area outside of the city
limits. Being the local administrative body closest to the people, its duties are to look
after the welfare and to provide services to people in the sub-district and villages instead of the central government which cannot provide services and take care of people
throughout the country thoroughly.
According to the Department of Provincial Administration, as of 20 February 2019, Thailand had two special local administrative bodies, 76 Provincial Administrative Organizations (PAOs), and 2,442 municipalities (which include 30 Nakhon municipalities,
179 Mueang municipalities, and 2,233 Tambon municipalities), as well as 5,332 Tambon
administrative organizations.
Each local government body consists of two branches, namely, the legislative and administrative branches.
“Local councils” have important responsibilities including formulating

municipal

laws, by-laws or ordinances to achieve the missions of the organization, supervising
the administration of the administrative branch to be in compliance with what it declared to the council. The councils work through such means as querying, opening a
general debate, and the consideration and approval of various matters including the
annual budget or additional expenditure budget.
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The head of the administrative branch or “Mayor” (for municipalities) has significant
duties such as managing the affairs of the local administrative organization in compliance with the resolutions of the council, and to carry out other duties as required by
law. These include drafting a development plan, formulating ordinances, preparing the
annual budget or additional budget to be presented to the council for approval, etc. A
Deputy Chief who is a civil servant is responsible for managing all operations.

Eligible voters

Directly elect

Members of local councils
• Provincial Administrative
Organization Council
• Municipal Council
• Sub-district
Administrative
Organization Council

Local administrators
• Chief Executive of
Provincial Administrative
Organization

Appoint

• Mayor of Municipality

Deputy Chiefs

• Chief Executive of Subdistrict Administrative
Organization

Legislative branch

Administrative branch

Supervises and regulates
A Provincial Administrative Organization (PAO) consists of a Provincial Administrative Organization Council as the legislative branch and a Chief Executive of Provincial
Administrative Organization as the head of the administrative branch. A municipality
consists of a Municipal Council as the legislative branch and Mayor as head of the administrative branch. A sub-district administrative organization consists of a Sub-district Administrative Organization Council as the legislative branch and Chief Executive
of Sub-district Administrative Organization as head the administrative branch. Similarly, Bangkok and Pattaya also divide their power into two branches.
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Election System for Members of Local Council
and Local Administrators
In the elections for each local administrative organization, people will have the opportunity to elect both the administrative and legislative branches. In cases the two bodies’
terms end at different times, the elections need to be held at different times and the
people will have to go to the polls on two separate occasions. But if it is the case that
both bodies will be elected concurrently, such as for the first local elections that will
be held under the 2017 constitution, voters will get to cast two ballots to vote for both
branches at the same time.
For Bangkok, people will directly elect the governor of Bangkok in first-past-the-post
voting, as well as one or more Bangkok District Council members – one councilor per
150,000 people in any district. For Pattaya, people will directly elect the Chief Executive
of the Pattaya city government, as well as 24 members of Pattaya City Council.
At the provincial level, people will directly elect the Chief Executive of the Provincial
Administrative Organization and members of the Provincial Administrative Organization Council, which is composed of 24 to 48 seats depending on the population in that
province. Constituencies are delimited by district, with at least one member elected
from each district. Any district entitled to more than one seat shall be divided into
multiple constituencies.
For municipalities, people will elect the Chief Executive of Municipality (or Mayor) directly, as well as Municipal Council members. Eligible voters in each constituency can
vote for no more than 6 councilors. Each sub-district (Tambon) municipality is divided
into 2 constituencies, with 12 seats in total. Town (Mueang) municipalities are divided
into 3 constituencies, with 18 seats in total. City (Nakhon) municipalities are divided
into 4 constituencies, with 24 seats in total, which also applies to Pattaya City Council.
In Sub-district (Tambon) Administrative Organizations, people can directly elect the
Chief Executive and one member of the Sub-District Administrative Organization
Council. Each councilor represents one village, which serves as a constituency. The
number of seats on the Council is then equal to the number of villages, with a minimum
of 6 seats.
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Interesting Election-Related Offenses
The 2019 Election of Local Councilors and Administrators Act, as the main law governing local election, defines offenses in local elections. Some interesting offenses are as
follows:
1.

Eligible voters who do not exercise their rights to vote will have their electoral
rights restricted
Those who do not exercise the right to vote will lose some rights as follows: (1)
the right to run in elections for public offices such as a member of the House of
Representatives or a local councilor or administrator or a senator; (2) the right
to be a candidate for the selection of Kamnan (sub-district head) or village head;
(3) the right to join a petition to remove any members of a local council or local
administrative bodies; (4) the right to hold political posts; (5) the right to hold the
posts of a deputy to local administrators, a secretary to local administrators, an
assistant secretary to local administrators, chief advisor to local administrators,
an advisor to local administrators, etc. If a voter informs the relevant authorities
of a valid reason for not casting his or her vote in a particular election, the aforementioned rights will not be restricted.

2.

Candidates must not spend more than the prescribed rate in their election
campaigns
Local election laws provide for a ceiling of expenses related to the electoral campaign. This is to prevent wealthier people from using their wealth to gain advantages over other candidates. The ceiling varies according to the type of election
and locality, and is set by the director of the provincial election administration.
Overspending is an offense punishable by 1 to 5 years of imprisonment, a fine
from 20,000 to 100,000 baht or three times the amount that exceeds the specified
amount, or both. The offender will also see his or her voting rights revoked for
ten years.

3.

Making donations and providing entertainment are prohibited
Local election laws prohibit candidates to influence voters by giving them properties or any other benefits, giving money or properties to communities, associations, foundations, temples or other religious institutions, educational institutions, charities or any other institutions. It is also prohibited to conduct an
election campaign by organizing entertainment activities, parties or feasts. Deceiving, coercing, threatening, slandering by falsehood or motivating voters to
misunderstand the popularity of any candidate are also illegal. Such actions are
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considered to be an important cause of fraud and unfair elections, and are offenses with severe penalties of 1 to 10 years of imprisonment, a fine from 20,000
to 200,000 baht or both, and the revocation of voting rights for twenty years. The
law also considers such actions to be electoral frauds, which will also lead to
disqualification in other elections.
4.

Prohibition of campaign outside the specified time
Local election laws set a time frame for election campaigns, for example:
1.

In the case of election at the expiration of terms of office, a campaign can
be held from 180 days before the expiration date until 18:00 hours on the
day before Election Day;

2.

In case of election due to the dissolution of the council, a campaign can be
held from the day of the dissolution until 18.00 hours of the day before the
Election Day;

3.

In case of election due to a vacancy, a campaign can be held from the day
of vacancy until 18:00 hours on the day before Election Day.

Any violation is an offense with punishment of up to 6 months imprisonment or
a fine of up to 10,000 baht, or both.
5.

Prohibition to damage the ballot
Local election laws also state that any person who causes any damage to the ballot received from a polling station committee member will be fined not exceeding
5,000 baht and deemed guilty of damaging property.

Rules for Local Elections Were Modified in 2019
The next local elections will be the first held under the 2017 Constitution, drafted by
the instigators of the 2014 coup d’état, after local administration has been “frozen” with
no elections for both legislators and administrators for more than 5 years. During its
time in power, the NCPO was able, through its appointed National Legislative Assembly
(NLA), to amend all important local administration laws without objection. All these
were done in a spree of legal passages during the last moments of the formal NCPO rule
before entering the general election in early 2019.
The 2019 Election of Local Councilors and Administrators Act (“Local Elections Act”)
is the only main local election laws which was entirely rewritten, while others were
just amended. This new law, which was passed by the NLA on 24 January 2019, stipulates that in local elections, the Election Commission shall appoint civil servants and
other government officials in that province to form the election committee of the local
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administrative organizations. Voting time is usually between 08.00 and 17.00 hrs., but
the Election Commission may set other voting time for any local administrative organization. In the election of local council members in a constituency with only one candidate, the winner must garner at least 10 percent of the total number of eligible voters in
that constituency, and more votes than those who choose not to vote for anyone.
On the same day that the Local Elections Act was passed, the NLA also passed the
amendments of the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Act and the Pattaya Administration Act. The main points of both amendments are similar, namely changing the
qualifications of candidates to the positions of Governor of Bangkok and Mayor of Pattaya to be 35 years old or older with a bachelor’s degree at the minimum. The power to
examine and endorse the qualifications of Bangkok Governor candidates belongs to the
Minister of Interior. In the case of Pattaya, this power belongs to the Governor of Chonburi Province.
The new version of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Act also stipulates a new
way to delimit the constituencies so that the number of Bangkok Council members will
decrease. In order to comply with the 2017 Constitution, amendments to the Sub-district Council and Administrative Organization Act, the Municipal Act and the Provincial Administrative Organization Act were all passed by the NLA on the next day, 25
January 2019. The amendments require that the candidates must be 35 years of age or
older. The local administrators have a term of office of 4 years and can hold the position
for no more than two consecutive terms. The amendments also prohibit conflicts of interest, and the use of budgets for training or field trips abroad. In addition, adjustments
were made to the delimitation of constituencies, and the new rules regarding this were
detailed above.
Regarding the election of Sub-district Administrative Organizations, there are significant changes: each village shall elect one Sub-district Councilor, down from previously
two, and a small village with less than 25 inhabitants shall not have its own seat, but
will be combined with adjacent village(s) to form a constituency.
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Chapter 4

Principles
of Election Monitoring
“Transparency is a hallmark of truly democratic elections. Domestic and
international election observers can enhance the credibility and legitimacy of an
election. Well-trained, dedicated and non-partisan election observers are a key
tool for promoting the quality and integrity of the entire electoral process, and
accreditation allows them to function more effectively. EMBs, subject to their
prevailing laws, should ensure that all well-trained and non-partisan observer
groups are permitted to observe all stages of election processes including
observing the entire polling and counting processes at any polling station.”
Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections, Article 18 (1)

4.1 Key Principles of Election Monitoring
Not all election monitoring organizations (EMOs) are equal: some are short-lived, while
others go on to establish their name as a fixture. Many are highly respected and their
findings are sought after by media and other stakeholders, while other EMOs may be
dismissed or ignored. The difference usually lies in their approach to monitoring elections and the quality of their reports. In the long run, only those organizations who up32
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hold the basic tenets of election monitoring stand a chance at being valued as genuine
contributors to a clean democratic environment.
In order to ensure the quality of an election monitoring effort, the following key principles should be kept under consideration:
•

Impartiality – An EMO should not be beholden or sympathetic to any political
party or candidate. Whenever an EMO acts in a non-neutral manner, it jeopardizes its credibility and/or ability to comment on the electoral process. A public
perception of impartiality is vital to the success of any election monitoring activities. It is inevitable that in some instances, members of an organization will hold
personal beliefs that align with a specific political party or candidate. But EMOs
need to police their ranks in order to ensure that these sympathies do no impact
the neutrality and quality of the reporting, and do not transform into bias when
assessing the integrity of an election. It is common practice among respectable
EMOs to refuse the contribution of anyone who is a registered member of a political party or a vocal supporter of any candidate. Organizations should provide
training about non-partisan reporting and apply continued scrutiny from within
in order to ensure full impartiality at all times.

•

Sound methodology – EMOs should always use straightforward, standard, and
tested techniques when conducting election monitoring. Their findings and conclusions must be based on verifiable and quantifiable data. Observers should be
provided with synchronized reporting schedules and common tools (for instance
survey forms, checklists, incident report forms, etc.) in order for the organization
to process their findings in an objective manner. A sound methodology protects
EMOs from potential accusations of bias, and they should be able to explain it if
prompted to do so.

•

Expertise about elections – Elections have their own context and logic that many
intelligent professionals may be hard pressed to understand, much less form an
opinion about, unless they are steeped in election affairs. The jargon is often
thick and obscure (e.g. constituency, canvassing, voter list, run-off election, gerrymandering, single non-transferable vote, etc.) which constitutes a barrier for
many citizens in understanding the electoral process. EMOs must ensure they
are knowledgeable about these topics to accurately report their findings and reply to any requests for information that may arise. As much as possible, leaders
and members of an EMO should develop core competencies surrounding elections in order to increase their relevance and credibility.

•

Geographical coverage – If possible, an EMO should have its monitors present in
all parts of the country hosting the election. If the EMO can only deploy its moni33
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tors locally, it must make sure to qualify in its reports that it covered only certain
areas of the country, and refrain from extrapolating findings beyond its scope of
observation. In any case, all participation is welcome in order to enhance scrutiny of the electoral process at both the national and local levels. Smaller organizations may also decide to partner with others or constitute a network to increase
the scale of their monitoring efforts.
•

Cooperation with election management bodies (EMBs) – There is no single formula for establishing good relations between the election authorities of a country
and election monitors. If they are too close and friendly, people will perceive the
EMO as not independent and charge that it will see only the good in the election.
If they are too adversarial, the EMO will likely have a difficult time securing accreditation to observe the election, and risks seeing its findings and recommendations dismissed altogether. Election monitors should report accurately their
findings, without overly trying to find fault in the process or giving undeserved
credit to the EMB. Therefore, if possible, the ideal balance is a relationship focusing on collaboration and mutual exchange of information while maintaining
enough independence to criticize the EMB where necessary.

•

Adhesion to a code of conduct – A set of rules about decorum, pronouncements,
and behavior in public for members of an EMO is a necessity. The idea is to maintain the highest standards of professionalism and objectivity among election
monitors by having each individual sign a code of conduct. This moral contract
typically requires that a monitor keep one’s personal choices/favorite candidates
to one’s self, not accept a gift or token from any candidate or political party, not be
seen in the house or campaign headquarters of any candidate or political party
unless it is on official EMO business, etc. Much more, in-depth information about
principles to which domestic monitors should adhere can be found in the Declaration of Global Principles for Nonpartisan Election Observation and Monitoring
by Citizen Organizations and Code of Conduct for Nonpartisan Citizen Election
Observers and Monitors (DOGP).

4.2 Why Monitor Elections?
Nowadays, most countries hold periodic elections to enable their citizens to select representatives in their government. While there are no perfect elections, it is widely expected that electoral processes meet the following criteria in order to be described as
free and fair:
✓✓

guided by clear laws and guidelines made publicly available;

✓✓

implemented by competent and non-partisan election authorities;
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✓✓

contested by a diversity of political parties and candidates who enjoy equal opportunities at being elected and are covered by an objective and independent
media;

✓✓

free from intervention by the military, police, or other interest groups;

✓✓

decided by voters who go to the polling stations and cast their votes free from
undue influence, thereby resulting in the candidates who receive the highest
number of votes being declared the winners.

If all elections were to fulfill all these elements of a free, fair, and transparent election,
and the public had confidence in the electoral process, then there would be no need for
election monitors. However, the reality we experience is often quite different from this
ideal environment. Political, economic, social, cultural, and administrative factors often
impede the conduct of free, fair, and transparent elections. The following have been
known to be present in one form or another in many Asian countries, thereby disrupting the electoral process and casting doubt on official results of elections:
•

inadequate or opaque election laws and guidelines that tend more to confuse
than to guide;

•

questionable constituency delimitation;

•

unscrupulous politicians, party agents, and interest groups who will go to any
length to win elections;

•

customs, rules, and topography that result in the exclusion or marginalization of
certain sectors of the voting population;

•

inadequately trained, inexperienced, underfunded, weak, or partisan election administrators;

•

partisan, corrupt, and unprofessional media;

•

insufficient voter education resulting in low turnout, voter confusion, and high
rates of invalid votes;

•

use of government resources to favor certain political parties or candidates;

•

disorganized, hastily put-together, and/or intentionally confusing lists of voters;

•

military and/or police favoring one party or candidate, either subtly or by overt
partisanship and/or intimidation;

•

powerless campaign finance regulations, and use of money to intimidate, buy, or
influence voters;
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•

disorganized polling stations and vote counting centers which, intentionally or
not, result in disenfranchising voters and impeding efforts to monitor vote tabulation;

•

planned and wide-spread harassment, fraud, manipulation, and use of violence;

•

mismanagement or fraud during the vote counting process which results in
a loss of public confidence in the election’s integrity or, worse, an official vote
count that does not reflect the candidates preferred by the voters.

The above problems, entirely or in part, are usually present in countries (1) still transitioning to electoral democracy; (2) undergoing political upheavals; (3) that have been
ruled by one party or leader for an excessive length of time; (4) where the election management body is biased or is controlled by political or other interest groups; and (5)
where elections are not held regularly or are few and far between. Therefore, in these
situations, election monitors perform very important functions to ensure that elections
are held in a manner that respects the fundamental aspects of democratic elections.
Election monitors can also, in some cases, be useful even when the electoral system
itself is sound but there is a lack of public trust in the system. If they conclude and
publicly announce that an election has been freely and fairly conducted, monitors may
boost public confidence in the system and add to the perceived legitimacy of an election.
In all too many cases, however, there are weaknesses in the electoral system. Because
of these problems, monitors are needed to try to prevent fraud as well as assess and report on the quality of the election. By their mere presence, domestic election monitors
can sometimes act as a strong deterrent to the commission of electoral fraud. Problematic electoral contexts call for the presence of large numbers of election monitors
whenever an election is held.
Election monitors also function as a nexus for advocacy to promote democratic principles and accommodate these principles in their domestic election processes. By
communicating their findings to other election stakeholders, such as diplomats, intergovernmental bodies, the media, and other civil society, they can help build pressure
around electoral reform initiatives.
In addition to the spread of country-specific election monitoring organizations, regional and international election monitoring groups have also been formed to support democratization efforts and to promote the sharing of best practices across borders. In
Asia, for example, the Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) was formed in 1997
to assist election monitoring efforts in East, Southeast, and South Asia.
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4.3 Who Monitors Elections?
Election monitoring is the conduct of assessment of an electoral process, usually carried out either by international observation groups or by domestic observation or monitoring groups. Domestic monitors usually come from non-governmental organizations
established for the primary purpose of observing elections. International observers hail
from organizations from outside the country holding the elections.
Domestic monitors and international observers complement each other. Domestic
monitors have greater stake at the electoral process as they are citizens of the country.
Thus, they also can make a more comprehensive observation throughout the electoral
cycle. Meanwhile, international observers can observe from a more detached point of
view being indirect stakeholders to the process. In restrictive environments, international observers can also serve as a medium for reporting issues which domestic monitors deem too sensitive.
While election observation and election monitoring are often used interchangeably, the
two carry slightly different meanings: the mandate of observers is usually limited to
gathering information and making an informed judgement about the electoral process.
Election monitors usually have a larger mandate that allows them to intervene or otherwise take action if they witness election laws being violated.
Civil society organizations may either observe or monitor elections, depending on their
mandate under domestic law and their internal policies on non-interference, which
should be defined clearly. The methodology for both election observers and monitors,
however, remains essentially the same.
Indeed, over the past several decades, election monitoring organizations have proliferated around the globe and election monitoring has become a special discipline with
its own community, methodology, electronic and communication support, and ways
to measure compliance with electoral norms. On the one hand, the increased professionalism is good because the outcome of the monitoring process is more objective,
reliable and representative of the situation in the entire country. On the other hand, the
discipline of election monitoring has become an elaborate operation requiring massive
logistics, organization, and funding, thereby overshadowing the original concept of a
citizen-driven election monitoring movement.
It is also important to highlight the fact that this proliferation of EMOs has attracted the
attention of authoritarian governments and dishonest individuals who have set up fake

election monitors. These organizations are political in nature, and merely empty shells
trying to spin the narrative and validate election processes that are neither free nor
fair, as was the case in Cambodia in 2018. These fake monitoring groups do not adhere
to the basic principles of election monitoring stated in documents like the DOGP and
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the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections, and do not use a sound reporting
methodology. They should not be recognized by any legitimate EMO or stakeholder, but
instead called out like the disruptive elements they are.
There are also a number of other stakeholders who may monitor an election in their
own capacity. These include:
•

Voters. The best election monitors are ordinary citizens of the country holding
an election, whether they are voters or not, and whether they are affiliated with
an organized EMO or not. They are effective because they are present in all parts
of the country, have a sense of whether there is general compliance with election law, know the electoral situation where they live, and most importantly, they
keenly observe because they have a stake in the outcome of the election.
With the spread of social media, “crowd sourcing” (where ordinary citizens can
provide inputs on an issue such as an election) has become increasingly important to EMOs, since the aggregation of data from large numbers of people can
provide a more comprehensive view of an election than can be obtained by even
the largest EMOs.

•

The media. Members of the national and local media cover the electoral process
before, during, and after balloting. They cover the candidates and political parties contesting, the election authorities, the voters, some human-interest stories
in which voting is featured, and of course, the actual polling, counting, and announcement of results. Media coverage is also an integral part of election campaigning. It is therefore pertinent that the country ensures freedom of the press,
to provide them with access in covering electoral events, and to help educate the
voters and the public, in general.
However, the media should remain fair and objective, since most voters form
their decisions on whom to vote for on the basis of what they learn from the media. Unfortunately, in many countries we can see media organizations supporting parties, candidates, or even the government and, therefore, subtly or overtly
slanting news coverage, to aid their preferred candidates or parties.

•

Government officers. These may include the police, local government officials,
people who work for an EMB at any level, national human rights institutions, and
sometimes the military. Government officials are mandated to be non-partisan
since they are public agents which can affect the course of the elections. Furthermore, they oftentimes have access to government resources which should
not be used during campaigns. Some or all of these groups may be charged with
assisting election authorities in ensuring the orderly and fair conduct of elections: for instance, government officers from different ministries may be depu38
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tized to receive complaints in election time, and many human rights commissions, such as those in Thailand, Nepal, and the Philippines, deploy their officers
during elections to monitor violations of fundamental human rights.
•

Political parties. Another group of effective monitors is made up of the representatives of candidates or parties running for office, who have a vested interest in
keeping their opponents under scrutiny. These “party agents,” as they are often
called, gather information about campaign activities and maintain a presence
in polling stations on Election Day. So long as they maintain accuracy in reporting alleged violations and other improprieties, such agents can help improve the
quality of elections. However, if they manipulate stories, spread false allegations,
or otherwise mislead the voters, they can do more harm than good, even provoking violence by aroused citizens.

•

Other CSOs. In addition to groups with a primary focus on election monitoring,
there are numerous election monitoring movements and groups that may mobilize their network and members to promote clean and honest elections. For
example, some non-governmental organizations (NGOs) engaged in other causes
like human rights, good governance, democracy, freedom of information, youth
engagement, women empowerment, etc. may become part-time election monitors on Election Day, organize public debates among candidates, or conduct voter
education and registration efforts in the lead up to the election.

4.4 What is Monitored?
Elections are a continuous process and not a one-day affair starting when the first voters cast their ballot and ending when the winning candidates were announced. A more
realistic approach is to consider the electoral cycle as a whole, which can be divided
into three parts: the pre-election period, the election period, and the post-election period. Each has no definite start, no definite end, and oftentimes the elements within the
cycle overlap, which makes it hard to delimitate. However, the electoral cycle is the
only model that can comprehensively take into account all of the factors to take into
consideration in order to assess the whole process, with Election Day as the culmination of many long-term efforts.
The electoral cycle has many components, such as registration of voters, election campaign, or electoral reform, which take place in each period. However, there are some
components such as voter and civic education that are cross-cutting, and therefore
held throughout the cycle. The following diagram shows a non-exhaustive representation of a typical electoral cycle.
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A comprehensive election monitoring effort should cover all aspects of the electoral
process, from the pre-election to the post-election period. Election Day remains obviously an event of utmost interest, but it is important to monitor beyond it since the
conditions for free and fair elections are laid down much earlier. It is often said that the
preparations for an election start immediately after the previous one is held.
The degree of preparation and implementation of each individual component of the
electoral cycle impacts the overall quality of the elections. Election monitors should
be aware that these components are building blocks which complement one another.
For instance, the quality of voter registration can directly impact the integrity of the
election results. Thus, it is important that election monitors are present throughout the
electoral cycle to witness all proceedings if possible.
Thanks to a variety of monitoring activities – including conducting interviews, taking
surveys of voters (both random and targeted), visiting relevant stakeholders, undertaking analysis of media reports, perusing official law and regulations for elections, going
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on field visits, and actually witnessing polling operations on Election Day – EMOs are
able to prepare comprehensive reports covering the topics mentioned in the following
table before, during, and after the election. This table is not exhaustive and there may
be more components to consider throughout the cycle.

Pre-Election Period
Legal framework
Electoral
administration

Election Period
Campaign environment
and activities

Logistical preparations

Electoral campaign
financing

Constituency
delimitation

Election-related
violence

Voter registration

Election Day
environment

Party and candidate
registration
Observer accreditation
Political party financing
Behavior of
government and public
servants
Security situation
Monitoring groups,
including the media
Participation of women,
indigenous people,
PWDs, youth, and
other marginalized
groups
Voter and civic
education
Enforcement of
fundamental freedoms
Media coverage

Post-Election Period
Electoral reform
Audits and EMB
performance
evaluations

Election administration

Participation of women,
indigenous people,
PWDs, youth, and
other marginalized
groups

Advance/out-of country
voting (if applicable)

Voter and civic
education

Opening of the polls
Voting process

Enforcement of
fundamental freedoms

Closing process

Media coverage

Counting and
tabulation of votes

Electoral dispute
resolution

Announcement of
results
Participation of women,
indigenous people,
PWDs, youth, and
other marginalized
groups
Voter and civic
education
Enforcement of
fundamental freedoms
Media coverage

While an EMO should monitor and report on the entirety of the electoral cycle, the most
sought-after report from the EMO is usually that of its election day observation, i.e.,
its initial conclusion regarding whether the election was free, fair, orderly, clean, and
honest. All parts of the electoral cycle are important and need monitoring but the initial
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post-election report takes on outsized significance because public and media attention
is highest immediately after Election Day.
There are a number of election stakeholders that monitor should consider interviewing
or otherwise engaging with in order to collect the information they need. These include,
but are not limited to, the following:
•

EMB commissioners and staff at the national and local levels

•

Candidates running for office and political party representatives

•

Government officials at the national and local levels, including for instance
village chiefs

•

Religious leaders, tribal leaders, members of the academia or anyone else in a
leadership position

•

Members of the police and security forces

•

Members of the media

•

Civil society organizations at the national and local levels

•

Representatives of vulnerable or marginalized: women, PWDs, youth, ethnic,
religious or linguistic minorities, etc.

•

Voters of all kinds

•

Local populations disenfranchised from voting, if any
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Election Monitoring
Methodology

T

he formation of domestic groups that can monitor elections with minimal external assistance is an essential part of democratic development. Citizen-led
observation efforts are essential for the transparency and ownership of the elec-

toral process. Domestic monitoring groups are also often better equipped than international observers in carrying out specialized observation efficiently, because it implies
long-term scrutiny of complicated processes. Examples include verifying the voter list,
monitoring the complaint process, documenting instances of intimidation and human
rights abuses, or monitoring traditional and social media. In addition, national civic
organizations have an important role to play in educating voters and promoting the
rule of law.
Domestic monitors should be strictly neutral and report objective findings, which can
either highlight shortcomings in the elections or alleviate potential conflict. This may
be hard at times as domestic monitors can be subject to local pressure when they live in
the area they observe, or may be perceived to lack credibility for being associated with
politically motivated parties or CSOs.
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The methodology employed and accuracy of findings reported are of utmost importance, since they will be the cornerstones of the integrity and trustworthiness of election monitors. Public reports and press conferences are equally vital, since the reputation of the organization depends entirely on them and their reception among the
audience. In order to properly conduct their duties, election monitors require training
and guidance. A code of conduct should also set out the main rights and duties of monitors, based on neutrality and objectivity.
The more specialized a monitoring activity is, the more detailed and comprehensive
the methodology needs to be. For instance, campaign finance and election dispute resolution are both highly technical processes where information is often not made publicly available. These require in-depth strategic thinking from each EMO, that will need
to devise its own action plan and reporting guidelines. Nonetheless, there are common
practices and guidelines that this handbook will discuss in the following pages.

5.1 Establishing Focus Areas and Objectives
A credible election monitoring initiative must be clear and transparent on what it seeks
to achieve. Various organizations have different aims and objectives, and therefore focus on different aspects when monitoring elections. Most election monitoring organizations conduct comprehensive election monitoring. This kind of initiative is done
throughout the election cycle, and seeks to assess the conduct of the polls and how
various election stakeholders behaved under the prevailing human rights and democratic conditions. The outcome of a comprehensive election monitoring initiative is
cross-cutting, and thus can give a good overall picture of the degree of freedom and
fairness of an election. The methodologies which will be discussed in the succeeding
portions of this handbook focus on this kind of election monitoring.
On the other hand, there are organizations which focus on assessing specific elements
enabling democratic elections. For instance, organizations like the Centre for Monitoring Election Violence (CMEV) in Sri Lanka or Odhikar in Bangladesh specialize in monitoring instances of violence, intimidation, and coercion during elections. Other monitoring groups focus on the inclusion of vulnerable sectors, such as women, persons
with disabilities (PWDs), migrants, or indigenous peoples. Groups such as AGENDA
have been assisting PWD organizations in assessing the readiness of election management bodies to accommodate PWDs in polling stations, thereby addressing primarily
procedural needs.
Furthermore, there are groups engaging in analysis of laws that have an impact on
elections, and how these affect the quality of public participation. There are also organizations which specialize on monitoring media and social media behavior and
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how these affect the level and quality of awareness by stakeholders during elections.
Among these groups are Mafindo in Indonesia, which monitors the spread of fake
news, and Transparency Maldives which conducts a comprehensive media monitoring initiative during elections. Meanwhile, there also those focusing on campaign
finance or the use of money in elections such as Nepal’s Election Observation Committee and the Philippines’ Institute for Political and Electoral Reform (IPER), which
conducts a program named Pera at Pulitika (Money and Politics) focusing on candidate spending, which was instrumental in amending and improving campaign finance regulation and enforcement.
Therefore, one of the first items that every tentative election monitoring effort needs to
consider is what approach to take. Should it be a comprehensive assessment, or should
the monitoring be limited to a few sectors of importance? Should the organization focus on Election Day procedures, or monitoring long-term factors that may impact the
larger electoral landscape? This is obviously a very strategic decision that can only be
decided after discussions held within each organization. Election monitors who fail to
deliver a compelling post-election report often do so because they were acting without
a clear purpose. Once objectives and focus areas are defined, other considerations will
fall in line.

5.2 Establishing an Analytical Framework and Output
To produce a quality election monitoring assessment, organizations should learn how
to build a data gathering methodology and analytical framework which fit their aims.
To ensure that monitors will not miss important data as they observe any part of the
electoral process, they should be equipped with comprehensive checklists and data
gathering tools to guide them. Later parts of this handbook will lay out some considerations on how to build such data gathering tools, which specifies the kind of data which
will be of use to create a meaningful report.
There are several sources of data for election monitors which can help provide dimensions to assessments. These sources of data complement each other, and all are necessary components in the process called “triangulation”. This is a process of gathering
data through three methodologies described below and processing the results from
them to form a picture of the election being assessed. By combining these three, an
election assessment is formed. All stages and all elements of the elections being assessed by the monitoring mission should be subjected to the same methodology. It is
important to make sure that all elements mentioned below are present in every assessment. This ensures that the information is not one-sided and is verified through various
means, thus ensuring the integrity and veracity of the information.
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•

Review of existing literature and legal framework – these include the Constitution, existing laws governing elections and other relevant legal documents, literature on the country’s election and political history, international norms and
principles on democracy, and other related literature which can help contextualize the country’s electoral and political state;

•

Analysis of second-hand information – it is important to understand how the
electoral developments are portrayed by the media, as well as how people appreciate them. These are reflected in news articles and broadcasts that happen
during election period. It is important for every election monitor to be abreast
with developments day-by-day, and thus should be reflected as part of the assessment;

•

First-hand reports and interviews by field monitors – to ensure the veracity of
the data we gather from the two previous sources, personal interactions and field
observations can be utilized. The maxim for election monitors is “we report what
we observe”, thus it is important for us to double-check all information when
possible. Election monitors should also refrain from publishing unverified findings or allegations, as it could damage their credibility beyond repair if the information turns out to be wrong.

Review
of existing literature
and legal framework

Analysis
of second-hand
information

Election
Monitoring
Assessment
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All findings must be presented to the public through a report which can be easily
shared. The mission report should contain all elements of the election assessed by the
mission. The report should carefully disclose the methodology, the guidelines, sources
of information, and recommendations of the monitoring mission. In a comprehensive
election monitoring mission, the most common way of presenting the assessment is
done in a chronological order – from the pre-election period to Election Day and the
post-election, concluding with a presentation of recommendations to election management bodies and other relevant stakeholders.
As we have discussed in the previous chapters, elections are not a one-day affair. They
constitute a cycle with many stages, all of which are important to observe in order to
give us an idea on whether an election is legitimate, free, and fair. There are also rules of
the game, and those are made up of the Constitution, electoral laws regulations, guidelines released by election management bodies, codes of conduct and other relevant instruments. The next part of this chapter discusses how we, as election monitors, can
ensure that these rules are followed and applied evenly to all players.

5.3 Assessing the Pre-election Period
Assessing the political system under which an election is held and reviewing whether
all political parties, including those representing minorities, enjoy equal access to the
entire electoral process is fundamental to gauging whether an election is free. Close
examination of campaign hindrances by state-sponsored agents (police, military, or
vigilantes for instance) and the effectiveness of reasonable restrictions on the use of
money, muscle and manipulation also helps determine the degree of electoral freedom. Finally, determining the extent to which breaches of codes of conduct and human
rights violations go unpunished is a key in determining how free an election is.

Conducting a pre-election assessment
Most organizations undergo a process called pre-election assessment to better understand the factors which may affect the conduct of the polls. This is usually done several
weeks before the formal launch of the monitoring mission. A pre-election assessment
begins with a review and analysis of election laws in order to determine whether such
laws meet basic international commitments and practices. Other legislation on related
matters such as political parties, citizenship, voter registration, campaign finance, media, and possibly even elements of the criminal code and administrative code, decrees
and regulations need thorough assessment.
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A sound pre-election assessment should address the following questions:
a.

Existing legal provisions governing elections;

b.

How does the civil society, media, and other entities impact in the
electoral landscape;

c.

What are the activities of the various stakeholders;

d.

Appointment procedures for selection of members of the election
management body (EMB);

e.

Extent of the EMB’s independence, impartiality, and interaction with
the public at large;

f.

Perceived degree of legitimacy and acceptance of the EMB by parties
and other stakeholders;

g.

Perceived quality of the EMB’s delivery of services in elections;

h.

Perceived degree of the EMB’s transparency;

i.

Degree of freedom of political parties and candidates to organize, travel,
assemble, and express their views publicly;

j.

Fairness of access to state resources made available for the election;

k.

Fairness of access by political parties and candidates to both state and
private media;

l.

Quality of voter registration, and whether it was impacted by any kind
of discriminatory criteria;

m. Quality of polling and vote counting procedures in prior elections and
degree of compliance with electoral laws in the past.

Electoral system and laws
It is important for election monitoring organizations to be well acquainted with the legal framework and electoral system used for each election. These are the ground rules
of the political game, therefore monitors should be able to identify if there are provisions likely to favor certain players over the rest. This is the primary consideration in
gauging how level and how democratic the playing field really is.
Furthermore, it also sets a framework for how the government, media, civil society,
and political parties ought to behave. Legal review is a complicated process that requires an attention for detail to highlight the dispositions that may run contrary to
the intent of a law, or the problems that the lawmaker may not have anticipated. In
assessing laws, it is also important to contextualize how they were formed (through
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public debate or unilateral decision, for instance) which often affects the overall quality of the elections.
The following are guide questions to consider when assessing the legal
framework:
a.

Was the legal framework the result of a concerted and democratic
decision-making process?

b.

Is the legal framework readily available to the public, complete, and
understood by all stakeholders?

c.

Does the legal framework ensure an inclusive and competitive process
in which the political parties or candidates gaining the most votes can
form a government?

d.

Were there any late changes to the legal framework? Did this create
concern or confusion?

e.

Does the electoral system, including boundary delimitation, provide for
equal suffrage? Are there sectors that are effectively excluded from the
process?

f.

Does the legal framework provide for an objective, unbiased,
independent, and effective body to administer elections?

g.

Are there undue restrictions among the legal framework on the
fundamental freedoms of expression, assembly, and association?

h.

Does the legal framework offer protection from strategic lawsuits
against public participation (SLAPPs)?

Performance of Election Management Bodies
Most Asian countries today have set up an autonomous central election commission to
carry out the task of holding elections. Apart from its mandate and statute, which need
to be considered, the independence of this EMB is enhanced if it is composed of respected and qualified individuals nominated by consensus among all political factions.
Similarly, election staff must have the necessary qualifications to perform well: they
should be insulated from bias and political pressure.
Adequate advance training is imperative for all election officials. All electoral activities, including the decision-making process, the legal process, and the organization of
events, should be conducted in a wholly transparent manner. Data should be willingly
released to all political parties and the public at large. The work of the EMB should be
collegial, non-partisan, and independent of political, religious or other authorities. The
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perception of the EMB in the eyes of the public is also a core component of its performance, since its duty is not only to deliver an election but to ensure the result is seen
as credible.
The following are guide questions to consider when assessing the performance
of EMBs:
a.

What are the applicable provisions with regard to the appointment,
remuneration, duties, powers, qualifications, and structure of EMBs?
Are they transparent and fair?

b.

Who are the members of the election commission? What is their
background prior to appointment? Do they have connections with
parties, controversial personalities and interest groups?

c.

Are vulnerable sectors represented? How about women, ethnic
minorities, and civil society?

d.

How is the EMB funded? How much funding does it receive? How well
are its civil servants performing with regard to budget allocation?

e.

Is the EMB transparent about its activities and regulations? Does it
have and implement an open data policy?

f.

Has the body been fair in implementing election rules and regulations?
Do they seem to favor or disfavor a certain political party?

g.

How well does the EMB communicate with other election stakeholders?
What degree of trust do they enjoy?

Constituency delimitation
Fair constituency delimitation procedures will consider a range of information, including available demographic information, territorial integrity, geographical distribution,
topography, etc. If delimitation is based on census data, then there should be an assessment of whether the census was reasonably accurate. Further, polling stations should
be distributed to guarantee equal access within each constituency.
The following are elements to consider when assessing the constituency
delimitation process:
a.

Reasonability and level of acceptance of the constituency structure;

b.

Availability of information about constituencies and lower level
districts (demarcation, size, number of seats);
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c.

Transparency of the constituency delimitation process, whether it went
through public consultation, whether complaints have been filed, and
whether monitors were able to take part in the process;

d.

Fairness and effectiveness of rules for constituency boundary
delimitation and seat allocation, and whether rules are in fact being
followed.

Voter registration
One basic factor of an inclusive election is how reliable the voter list is. This document
compiles the names of all eligible voters ahead of Election Day, and failures to procedures a comprehensive list would result in disenfranchisement. A comprehensive
and inclusive voter registration process is key to ensuring universal suffrage and the
enjoyment of the fundamental right to vote and to be elected. The principle of equal access (justice), principle of equal opportunity (fairness), and ensuring public confidence
and inclusion are the key elements for consideration to ensure a clean and transparent
voter roll.
EMBs typically update the voter list either by an active process, where they will reach
out to voters to ensure they are included, or a passive process, where the responsibility
of registration lies on voters. Voter lists should also be available to all interested parties,
while personal information needs to be protected.
The following are elements to consider when assessing the voter registration
process and voter list:
a.

Process adopted for voter registration and voter list update, whether it
is active or passive;

b.

Proportion of voting age population registered to vote;

c.

Percentage of registered voters who are women or first-time voters;

d.

Whether voter registrars display bias based on gender, age, ethnicity,
religious or regional affiliation;

e.

Ability of qualified people to register with a minimum of inconvenience;

f.

Presence of appropriate mechanisms for ensuring that the voter list is
accurate, and for voters to file complaints when it isn’t;

g.

Whether the criteria for registration are reasonable and comply with
accepted international standards, whether there are any groups
disenfranchised by law (detainees, religious orders, etc.).
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Voter education and awareness
Even free and fair elections can be problematic if the voters are unprepared to vote
when they show up at the polls. Literature should be widely available and published
in the various national languages to help ensure the meaningful participation of all
eligible voters. Voter education should encourage effective participation by all, including members of ethnic groups and women. Voter education campaigns should extend
throughout the territory of the country, including rural and outlying areas. Multimedia
methods should also be employed to provide effective civic education to people with
various levels of literacy.
Thus, election monitors need to assess the following factors well ahead of
Election Day:
a.

Design and distribution of voter information and education materials,
their degree of detail and clarity;

b.

Percentage of first-time voters exposed to voter education to facilitate
their active participation;

c.

Recognition of historically marginalized groups and how their distinct
needs are being addressed.

Political party and candidate registration
The registration requirements for candidates and political parties should be clear and
predictable, and applied equally to all parties. They should not involve potentially discriminatory demands such as excessive deposits, mandatory regional support or party
representation, or an unreasonable number of names on registration petitions. There
should be no restrictions on candidates based on criteria such as race, gender, religion,
political affiliation, ethnic origin, or economic status.
The following are issues to examine with regard to party and candidate
registration:
a.

Legal requirements for registration of political parties and candidates
and whether there are abusive barriers;

b.

Ability of parties and candidates who meet registration requirements to
complete registration on a non-discriminatory basis;

c.

Ability of independent candidates to register and run for office;

d.

Whether candidates and parties are listed on ballots in a fair and nondiscriminatory manner;
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e.

Whether state resources, including courts, are used to unfairly
disqualify certain candidates or political parties.

Electoral campaign and political parties
It is essential for election monitors to meet with various political parties and candidates to inquire about their views on the electoral campaign and related issues. Monitors should also actively observe campaign rallies, debates, and other public engagements between the parties and other stakeholders. These will enable monitors to be
acquainted with the policies that they want to implement, as well as the rhetoric they
use to attract support. As a rule of thumb, electoral campaign regulations should provide equal opportunities to all parties and candidates to organize events and reach out
to voters, regardless of the human and financial resources. In an effort to balance their
findings, monitors should reach to parties both large and small, both pro-government
or in the opposition. All voices are equally relevant when it comes to finding out if the
playing field is level and fair.
Monitors should also be aware of the membership and leadership structure of these
parties, and how internal decision making is made, as well as how marginalized sectors
such as PWDs, LGBTs, ethnic or religious minorities, women and youth are accommodated as members.
The following are guide questions to consider when evaluating the campaign
environment:
a.

What are the main platforms of the candidates and parties? Which
policies are they prioritizing? Do these campaign promises address the
interests of marginalized sectors?

b.

Which campaign strategies do parties and candidates use to attract
supporters? Do all of them have access to public or private media? Do
they use the social media to campaign?

c.

Are these parties portrayed in the media in a balanced and equitable
way?

d.

Can all political parties campaign freely? Do any of them experience
any intimidation, threats, or other interference to their campaigns?

e.

Do they encounter problems with regard to campaign financing and
misuse of public resources?
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f.

How do parties and candidates perceive the playing field, is it level or
not?

Campaign finance and access to resources
The amount of resources available and how these are distributed among candidates directly impact the fairness of the playing field. In this regard, it is imperative that limits
on spending by the party and contributions by supporters are clearly defined. A set of
regulations must be present into law, which should explicitly describe which financial
contributions and campaign expenditures are acceptable.
Issues to consider regarding campaign finance include the following:
a.

Are there any campaign finance regulations to oversee spending by
political parties and candidates? Are they being implemented well?

b.

How is campaign finance monitored? What are the procedures for
declaring contributions received and expenditures? Which government
entity receives these reports? What are the sanctions for nonsubmission?

c.

Is there a fair and non-discriminatory access of candidates and parties
to state-owned media?

d.

Is there a system for allocating public funds to candidates and political
parties? Is it fairly and equitably implemented?

e.

Is there an adequate possibility of recourse if bias is displayed in the
state media?

f.

Are state resources unfairly used to benefit certain political parties and
candidates? Do government agents remain neutral in election times?

Civil society and media engagement
It is especially important in election times to assess the degree of freedom the media
and other civil society organizations enjoy. Both institutions should be able to perform
their respective roles of ensuring the voters are well informed, which makes participation during elections more meaningful. Civil society and media also perform checks
and balance on the authority exercised by political parties, election commission, and
other government agencies throughout the election period.
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The following are possible guide questions for an assessment of civil society
and media:
a.

Who are the civil society actors involved during elections? What are
their objectives? Are they non-partisan?

b.

What activities are the civil society and media doing during elections?
What election-related activities do they perform to promote meaningful
citizen participation?

c.

Who are the leaders of these institutions? Who funds them? How many
people do they deploy?

d.

Do they face any restrictions on their activities? Do they require
accreditation or other approval?

e.

How fair is media in covering the election management body and the
political parties? Do they enjoy the trust of the voters?

f.

For civil society organizations, do they deploy monitors on the
ground? How many? How do they operate? Do they work with other
organizations or perform their tasks individually?

g.

What is their opinion in the electoral process and the campaign? What
key issues are they trying to cover?

h.

Are they positive or confident about the elections? What is their
opinion of the EMB, government, parties and other stakeholders?

Social media monitoring is one of the most recent tools in the arsenal of election monitors worldwide. Social media has revolutionized how we access and
share information, including election-related news, which is why comprehensive election monitoring needs to consider these new platforms on top of traditional media. However, social media requires a different methodology because
of its nature allowing for decentralized, immediate, and far-reaching spreading
of information regardless of its accuracy, as the growing number of fact-checking outlets highlights.
Election monitoring of social media carries the same objectives than in the offline world: to ensure that the rights of candidates, voters, and other stakeholders are respected throughout a free and fair electoral process. Monitors may
decide to include the social media pages of political parties, candidates, media
of all types, and other prominent influencers as part of their assessment. However, potential monitors should clearly define the scope of their activities: are
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they trying to assess the level of disinformation, hate speech, foreign interference in elections, or online political advertising and fundraising (to name only
a few phenomena)?
Typical issues to consider include: which platforms to cover? Which themes
to monitor? What actors to review? During what period of time? Without a
clear purpose and focus areas, the activities of social media monitors would
be endless and erratic, and therefore unlikely to positively impact an electoral
process. Social media presents many new challenges to election monitors, including the human aspect since coverage of online activities is usually labor
intensive. Feasibility is also an issue to consider, since not all platforms allow
public access to their data, and at the same time data privacy should be respected.
In order to design a methodology that would allow them to monitor social media efficiently, CSOs can refer to the EU’s “Guide for Civil Society on Monitoring
Social Media During Elections”.

5.4 Assessing Election Day
Advance voting
Advance voting is a process by which voters who cannot vote in their constituencies
on Election Day are given the opportunity to vote ahead of time. It is the duty of election
monitors to ensure that advance voting procedures are given the same amount of attention as the actual Election Day, since they engage a significant proportion of voters.
If possible, election monitors can also monitor out-of-country advance voting thanks to
citizen volunteers from the diaspora of nationals living abroad.
Advance voting provisions should be designed to encourage the broadest possible participation, without compromising electoral security. Voters with special needs (such
as the disabled, elderly, students, conscripts, workers, foreign service personnel, and
prisoners who have retained voting rights) should be accommodated. There are considerations which are unique to advance voting, since it is usually held for a longer period,
often several days, and require complicated logistical arrangements in order to ensure
that the ballots will be stored, delivered, and counted accordingly with all necessary
safeguards.
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Election monitors should be aware of the following concerns regarding advance
voting:
a.

What laws or guidelines govern advance voting? Who is eligible to vote
in advance?

b.

What are the requirements needed to register as an advance voter?
Where and how can they register?

c.

Are there any reports of voters failing to register and if so, does it lead
to disenfranchisement?

d.

Does the election commission create a separate voter list for advance
voters? How do they ensure that the advance voters cannot vote again
on election day, or that the separate list cannot be manipulated for
fraudulent purposes?

e.

What is the procedure for advance voting? For how long and where is
advance voting being held? Are polling stations appropriately secure
and designed to handle the number of voters?

f.

Who are the polling officers and how are they selected? What training
did they receive?

g.

Are there any differences on advance voting procedures and the
election day voting procedures? If yes, what are those? Does it affect the
integrity of election process?

h.

How do they secure the ballots and other sensitive election material?
Where are they stored? Who has custody over them?

i.

How are ballot papers sent to the appropriate location? How are
advance votes counted and tabulated?

Election Day polling
Traditionally the cornerstone of election monitoring, Election Day is usually a very personal endeavor, with observers experiencing very different situations depending on
their area of deployment and the set of circumstances they encounter in the polling
stations they visit. While some individuals may encounter significant problems, others
will probably report no issues whatsoever. This is why it is important for any election monitoring effort to collect and aggregate a significant amount of data in order to
produce a balanced, independent, and unbiased assessment. When using quantitative
methods, strength lies primarily in the number of observers deployed on the ground
and in the quality of the reporting checklists they are provided.
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The overarching purpose of Election Day monitoring is to assess whether an election
is procedurally sound and conducted in an honest and orderly manner, in accordance
with electoral regulations and international standards. On the day itself, monitors
should arrive at the polling station 30 to 60 minutes before voting is scheduled to commence, in order to witness all operations prior to the casting of ballots.
There are many items for monitors to review and keep in mind throughout
Election Day:
a.

Whether ballot papers, ballot boxes, and other essential voting
materials arrived on time and are handled properly;

b.

Whether correct and complete information is on display for voters;

c.

Whether there is a correct number of ballots, enough for all voters
without too many extra ballots, and whether they are the correct ballots
for the polling station;

d.

Surveying the area for signs of illicit campaign materials or campaign
activity in or around the polling station;

e.

Keeping an eye on the orderliness of voting, the smooth flow of people
in and out of the polling station, and overall crowd management;

f.

Surveying the crowds around polling stations to detect the possible
presence of non-voters and other unauthorized persons;

g.

Any evidence of intimidation, vote buying, or other disturbances;

h.

Presence of security personnel contrary to regulations or trying to
influence voters;

i.

Ability of disabled voters to access the polling station and cast their
ballots;

j.

Whether the division of labor among the polling staff is efficient for
processing voters and securing distribution of ballots;

k.

Competence and training of polling staff, whether they know how to
react to special circumstances;

l.

Total number of voters on the voter list for the polling station and the
number of voters coming throughout the day to determine the turnout
trends;

m. Any incidents of disturbances, irregularities, or complaints occurring,
and the redress procedure;
n.

Presence of authorized representatives of political parties and
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candidates, domestic or international election observers, or media
representatives at the polling station;
o.

Whether each step in the voting procedure is properly followed without
lapses;

p.

Potential voters being turned away because their names did not appear
on the voter list;

q.

Any problems associated with voters not possessing appropriate
identification and their causes;

r.

Whether voters are provided adequate secrecy when marking ballots.

While many of the items mentioned above are straightforward and require little explanation, monitors need to understand detailed provisions regarding the form of ballots,
the design of ballot boxes and voting compartments, and the manner of polling help to
ensure free and fair elections. These provisions help protect the process from fraudulent practices and promote the secrecy of the vote. Polling personnel should have clear
guidance in identifying eligible voters, and helping them through the process of casting
their ballot smoothly.

Closing of polls
It is especially important for monitors to be present at the closing of the polls for the
counting and tabulation of votes. What happens between the end of voting and the official announcement of results is very sensitive since it determines whether the results
can be trusted and the proceedings are not always taking place in the public sphere.
For this reason, vote counting and tabulation should be open to observation by all concerned parties, including the media, representatives of political parties and candidates,
and election monitors both domestic and international.
The first item to monitor closely is the reconciliation of used, unused, and spoiled ballot papers. All must be accounted for at the end of Election Day. Then, the processes for
counting votes, verification of results at the polling station level, reporting of results up
the ladder of election management, and retention of sensitive election material must be
secure and fair. Initial votes counts should immediately be displayed in each polling station. In case of questionable results, recount procedures should be available. Ideally, independent verification procedures such as parallel vote tabulation by CSOs will be in place.
Volunteer election monitors at the polling station level should note all important events
through a checklist, that should include all the elements below. For urgent matters,
they should be provided with procedures to immediately report to headquarters or to
their local supervisor, depending on each organization’s procedures.
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Items to watch out for when considering closing of polls and vote counting
include:
a.

Reconciliation of used and unused ballots, whether all are accounted
for and whether the numbers match with the number of persons who
voted;

b.

Status of ballot box seals prior to opening;

c.

Determination of the fairness and impartiality of the count, and
whether it takes place in a public setting;

d.

Presence by party agents, election observers, and media;

e.

Appreciation and reconciliation of valid and invalid votes, integrity and
accuracy of counting, whether the total tally matches the number of
ballots;

f.

Completion of proper protocols issued by election management and
safety of sensitive material, whether there are any lapses in the chain
of custody of ballots or other material;

g.

Proper procedure for filing and reporting complaints;

h.

Technical shortcomings and irregularities, whether deliberate or not;

i.

Availability of polling station results to interested members of the
public;

j.

Any undue delay in counting votes, processing or announcing results;

k.

Transportation of ballots and results to the ladder of election
management;

l.

Transparency of the tabulation process.

Sample ballot paper and polling procedures
Ballot papers should be worded clearly and contain all the information necessary for
voters to choose the candidate of their choice. To avoid fraud and to give all candidates
an equal chance, however, the positions of candidate and party names should be randomized on the ballot paper. Furthermore, the ballot form should include visual aids to
help potential illiterate voters casting their vote without assistance. For reference purposes, below is a sample ballot paper used in the 2019 general election. It is worth noting that the bottom of the ballot paper includes a “none of the above” option (commonly
referred to as “no vote”), which is essential when voting is mandatory like in Thailand.
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Polling staff and voters should also be properly informed about the correct way of marking a ballot, and what exactly is to be considered invalid. Ballots must be deemed invalid only on the basis of clear guidelines issued by the election management body
and never on subjective criteria. It is also best practice that guidelines should consider
whether there is a clear intent shown by the voter on the ballot paper in order to reduce the percentage of invalid ballots. Below are the guidelines issued by the Election
Commission of Thailand regarding invalid ballots for the 2019 general election. Invalid
marks are displayed on the left poster, and valid marks on the right.

INVALID

VALID
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The layout of the polling station should also follow guidelines from the election commission. The flow of voters in and out of the station, the number of polling staff present
and the order in which they are to conduct their duties are regulated. The ballot box
should be located in the middle of the polling station and visible to all, while the polling
booths should be placed against a wall or a tarp to guarantee that voters can mark their
ballots in secrecy. Below is an infographic presenting the standard polling station layout in Thailand, according to the regulations of the election commission.

1

Verification of the voter’s name and
number on the voter list posted on the
board.

2

Verification of the voter’s identity. The
voter should provide a governmentissue card displaying both photo and ID
number.

3

Distribution of the ballot paper. The voter
should sign his/her name or apply his
fingerprint on the ballot stub.
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4

Marking of the ballot. The voter should
enter a polling booth and vote for the
candidate of his/her choice by placing an
“X” symbol in the corresponding blank
space.

5

Casting of the ballot. The voter should
place the folded ballot paper into the
ballot box without assistance.
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5.5 Assessing the Post-election Period
Announcement of Results
The announcement of results is clearly an important part of any election process and,
to the extent possible, election monitors should be on hand to review the results. During
the immediate post-election period, monitors should also be attentive to any possible
signs of trouble, including the following:
a.

Undue delays in the announcement of results and the reasons for such
delays;

b.

Failure to publish detailed results down to the constituency and polling
station levels;

c.

Whether announced results are consistent with the results posted in
polling stations;

d.

Discrepancies between preliminary results announced on Election Day
and final results, including number of voters and voter turnout, at any
level of election administration;

e.

Whether official election results differ from those calculated by key
election stakeholders (such as contesting political parties and election
monitoring organizations);

f.

Whether any complaints are filed regarding the final results.

Parallel vote tabulation (PVT), also commonly referred to as “quick count”, is a
powerful tool to verify and evaluate the overall quality of official results. During
a quick count, observers report the final results of their polling station to a central data collection center. The organization’s headquarters will then tally all
data obtained from the field and project national results to be compared with
those officially announced. When covering all polling stations is not realistic,
the use of random statistical samples is essential in PVT operations in order to
obtain information that is reliable and accurate within an acceptable margin
of error.
Quick count is a demanding process in terms of human resources as well as
technological and analytical capabilities. For this reason, only the most professional and well-coordinated organizations are able to successfully implement
this method. It also carries great responsibility, since it gives a basis to election
monitors to either validate or dismiss official results, with the latter scenario
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potentially leading to controversy or even civil unrest. However, quick count
has proved its efficiency many times over when organized citizens were able
to prove in a compelling manner that the election process was being tampered
with by government officials, as was the case in the Philippines in 1986 when
NAMFREL shed light on widespread electoral fraud attempted by ruling dictator Ferdinand Marcos. Today, many ANFREL members conduct quick count
across Asia as well.
A successful PVT initiative is the pinnacle of citizen election monitoring. However, it also requires a level of preparation and dedication that should not be
underestimated, and may therefore not the best option for all election monitoring organizations. CSOs that would like to learn more about quick count
methodology can refer to the NDI guide titled “The Quick Count and Election
Observation”.

Electoral Dispute Resolution
Election monitors should pay close attention to complaints regarding voting, counting
and election results to ascertain whether procedures to receive and resolve election
complaints are adequate in theory and in practice. The handling of election complaints
may be a useful indicator of the overall rule of law in the country and the electorate’s
confidence in the integrity of the country’s judiciary. A low number of election-related
complaints could reflect either a free and fair electoral process, or the unwillingness of
stakeholders to file complaints if they don’t believe in the electoral dispute resolution
(EDR) mechanisms.
Election laws should set out the procedures for aggrieved parties to initiate a petition,
its scope, and the judicial body that will arbitrate it. Election monitors follow the status of complaints and appeals to determine whether they are resolved pursuant to the
mechanisms and time frame outlined in the laws. They should also determine whether
individuals who were denied voting rights have access to substantive redress. To monitor the EDR process, organizations may have to apply for accreditation to access the
premises where the hearings are conducted.
In observing the EDR process, election monitors should ascertain:
a.

Whether election officials and other stakeholders are aware of the
complaint procedures;

b.

Whether the EMB has an effective investigation mechanism for the
collection of evidence regarding complaints lodged with it;
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c.

Whether the applicable legal framework provides for the fair and timely
filing and resolution of complaints;

d.

Whether election laws are frequently violated with impunity and
whether those charged with enforcing the laws act in an independent
and non-partisan manner;

e.

Whether the adjudication of complaints is undertaken in a transparent
and impartial manner, with decisions based on the available evidence
and free of political consideration;

f.

Whether election stakeholders, including monitors and media, can
participate in the electoral complaint and resolution process;

g.

Whether the EMB provides information to the public regarding the
status of electoral complaints.

h.

Whether delays are due to insufficient capacity, or instead politically
influenced;

i.

Whether all challenges to election results are adjudicated before the
results are certified.

Immediate post-election environment
For countries just emerging from sustained conflict or an era of repression, the
post-election period can be a particularly sensitive time for political parties and candidates, as well as for voters. This may be the case whether or not the old political regime
is victorious at the polls. Furthermore, the election may not result in putting to rest the
political conflicts that preceded it.
Election monitors should attempt to observe any reported incidents of election related
human rights violations, such as post-election harassment, intimidation or violence, as
well as any arrests or detentions related to the election. Monitors also need to be alert
to the possibility that political parties or other stakeholders may organize protests or
demonstrations in the days following the announcement of results, especially if they
have reason to question the official results.
Possible considerations include:
a.

Are there any instances of violence after the elections?

b.

How do the voters see the results? Are they acceptable to them?

c.

How is the EMB’s performance perceived among stakeholders and the
population at large?
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d.

What initiatives do the media and the civil society have after the
elections? What are the most significant issues they saw during the
entire process?

e.

Is there a push for electoral reform in the post-election period? What
reform initiatives are the stakeholders prioritizing?
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Practical Aspects
of Election Monitoring

E

lection monitoring is a major undertaking that requires deploying people who
come from different backgrounds and specializations, creating a multi-disciplinary core team, applying program management skills, connecting with local

and international contacts, planning a logistics roll-out, securing accreditation from
the election management body and, most importantly, securing funding.
All these factors mean that there should be thorough preparation well ahead of Election
Day in order to ensure that election monitoring goes smoothly. In addition to anticipation, there are a number of best practices that ANFREL’s experience has highlighted
over the years, both by first-hand election observation or by supporting civil society
partners across Asia in their own efforts.
This chapter will attempt to address some of the most pressing concerns of civil society
organizations in a down-to-earth manner in order to support their attempts at monitoring elections. For obvious reasons, it is however not possible to encapsulate here all
the needs of the wide array of CSOs and media that may monitor elections, which we
encourage to review the following tips and consider for themselves which ones they
can implement.
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Finally, we would like to mention once again that all elections are worth monitoring,
even if they take place at the local level or in an environment that would be peaceful
at first sight. The mobilization of CSOs and media should not be dictated by the level
of international interest in any particular electoral process, but instead be sustained
throughout an electoral cycle, which would enhance the capacity and reputation of
election monitors. EMOs that are repeatedly active and experienced stand a greater
chance at impacting the election cycle in a positive light and pushing for electoral reform when needed.

6.1 Proposal Writing, Budgeting, and Fundraising
One of the main concerns of many election monitoring organizations is obviously the
availability of resources, especially financial. While this handbook does not have for
purpose to provide a comprehensive method for writing and submitting proposals to
potential donors, we will present here some relevant good practices on the topic.
The first step to any successful program implementation is a needs assessment study,
in order to identify what are the objectives, goals and activities that an organization
wants to achieve. Objectives usually refer to long-term underlying purpose of a program, while goals are more concrete achievements, and activities mean the actual
steps taken in order to implement that program on the ground.
CSOs should consider the legal environment, scope, scale, and timing of their potential
activities early on in order to come up with an action plan that is actually achievable.
They should also take into account what other organizations might be doing: for example, if there is already an existing network of election monitors, what are the reasons
for establishing a new one? What would be the distinguishing features between the
two? Could it be more valuable to join forces instead of duplicating efforts? These are
all questions that potential contributors, either donors or volunteers, are likely to ask
at some point.
When writing a proposal, tentative activities should be clearly detailed and realistic.
A successful proposal should address who the beneficiaries of the program would be,
both directly and indirectly. There should also be identified outputs and outcomes as
indicators of the program’s success. Outputs are generally understood as the products
or deliverables directly resulting from the program, such as reports, press releases,
workshops, etc. Outcomes, on the other hand, are the effects a program has in relation
with the needs identified, and they are harder to gauge. For instance, has the program
contributed to building a more democratic environment in the country?
The next item is especially important, since budgeting a program represents a considerable challenge for many newly established CSOs. Some of the best practices are to
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have easily understandable and itemized expenditures that reflect the general purpose
of the program, while at the same time leaving some flexibility for unforeseen contingencies. It is also a common practice to draft a scale-down version of the budget to
prepare in case the organization is unable to secure the targeted amount of funds.
Overall, budgeting is a complicated process intimately tied to each organization’s capabilities. The following sentences encompasses most of the concerns CSOs should be
aware of when drafting a budget:

“Donors are likely to be impressed by a budget justified by the project
proposal, a clear demonstration that the domestic observer group is not
being overly ambitious and has the capacity to absorb project finance as
well as evidence of attempts to reduce costs where possible.”
OSCE/ODIHR Handbook for Domestic Observers
When it comes to fundraising, proposals can be circulated to a variety of potential donors, such as embassies, development agencies, international NGOs, foundations, and
many others. CSOs should be willing to undergo due diligence procedures in order to
ensure that they are viable as an entity. They may consider “pooled” funding, in which
resources are secured from several donors or sources in order to reach the target threshold necessary to launch a program. However, the perspective of funding should never
compromise the independence or neutrality of an election monitoring organization.
In addition to raising funds, the organization must be able to manage these funds in a
transparent and accountable manner consistent with accounting best practices, the
law of its own country, and the terms of any financial agreement signed with a donor.
In case of pooled funding, it is imperative to keep track of the different reporting requirements and deadlines for each donor. At the end of a mission, an EMO usually has
to prepare financial reports for donors reconcile its accounts with its funding sources.
All of this must be done in a timely manner, and failure to do so may seriously impact
an organization’s ability to raise funds for the next electoral cycle.

6.2 Mission Management
Mission structure and roles
To ensure that an election monitoring mission will proceed efficiently, its structure
should be clearly defined. The mission must identify how manpower and resources
are to be distributed, as well as the role each person will perform. This will ensure that
information and instructions flow smoothly throughout the organization. Each election
monitoring team should create a deployment structure and plan based on its objectives
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and the available resources. Mission structure should also reflect and address the focus
areas identified during the pre-election assessment (see Chapter 5), if one was conducted.
Most election monitoring missions will adopt a structure similar to the one pictured
below, with some adjustments depending on their own needs and available manpower.

Mission
Director

Mission
Coordinator

Logistics
Officers

Admin and
Finance Officers

Electoral
Analysts

Stakeholder
Liaison

Provincial/
District
Coordinators

Field Election
Monitors
•

The Mission Director is usually the most senior member of the organization or
network, and is responsible for the day-to-day work of the mission. He or she ensures that the mission behaves in accordance to domestic laws and principles of
impartial election monitoring. The mission director is also responsible with establishing relations and coordination with the management bodies, partner civil
society organizations, and other stakeholders. He or she is often the “face” of the
organization in the eyes of the public.

•

The Mission Coordinator serves as the chief of staff, ensuring the effective implementation of the election observation mission. The Mission Coordinator oversees the management of the administrative staff, analysts, long-term and shortterm monitors, and any other staff, as well as the overall implementation of the
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election monitoring operation. He or she is usually the one who will distribute
tasks and delimitate responsibilities to ensure a smooth workflow. Oftentimes,
the mission coordinator is responsible for the training and reporting of monitors.
He or she may be supported by assistants if the scale of the mission requires it.
•

Logistics Officers are the staff members primarily responsible for arranging all
the necessary logistical items and preparations for the mission. They ensure that
the equipment, premises, communication, and transportation needs of field monitors and other members of the mission are all covered. They also ensure that
security guidelines are properly followed to mitigate any possible risks. Some domestic election monitoring organizations opt to eliminate this position at the national level, and instead have local coordinators oversee logistical arrangements,
with oversight from the Mission Coordinator. Most large-scale missions however
maintain some staff in charge of logistic at headquarters.

•

Administration and Finance Officers are the staff responsible for the development and management of all financial and administrative needs of the mission.
They administer all payments, contract obligations, and budgeting needs to support the operation. Part of the officers’ task is to ensure that all documents pertaining to the mission, its members, and operation are kept properly.

•

Electoral Analysts are members of the mission who are primarily tasked with
the assessment of the conduct of all stages of the elections and its environment.
They consider several factors such as the degree of transparency, inclusiveness,
efficiency, and freedom of stakeholders. They conduct legal, political, media, and
statistical analysis to provide an overall assessment of the mission. Analysts are
usually selected on their ability to process the large amount of information sent
to headquarters by field monitors and digest it into a media- and public-friendly
output. They also lead the writing of the reports, statements, and other communications, and manage the operations of the monitors in the field, as well as directing them on how to gather data.

•

The Stakeholder Liaison connects the mission and its representatives with relevant stakeholders, whether they be government officers, EMB staff, political
parties, the media, or others. Therefore, this officer is the one which handles all
contacts of relevant people and organizations, distributes communication to the
public, and organizes initiatives to promote the mission and its objectives such
as conducting press conferences.

•

Provincial/District Coordinators are the individuals tasked to organize the network of election monitors at the local level. They usually contribute to the recruitment of volunteers and ensure they receive proper training and instructions
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in line with the guidelines from the mission’s management team. According to
the pyramidal structure that is most common for election monitoring operations,
they are the first contact and resource person for field monitors and they have a
duty to ensure a smooth flow of information between the field and headquarters.
They should also coordinate with election management officials and other stakeholders in their area of responsibility.
•

Field Election Monitors are the members of the mission who are actually deployed on the ground to gather data from the field by interviewing local stakeholders, conducting field visits to verify data or observe Election Day operations.
These monitors must be capable enough to navigate local political dynamics,
and contribute to the independent analysis of the pre-election, Election Day, and
post-election processes. To ensure that they are well acquainted with the mission’s methodology, they should be briefed on how the mission will operate. Ideally, a debriefing should also take place after their deployment to verify the data
they reported and follow-up if necessary. Monitors are instructed to send their
findings either to their local coordinator or to headquarters depending on the
mission’s reporting policy.
There are two categories of monitors to be found in most missions: long-term
and short-term monitors. Long-term monitors (LTs) are usually deployed in the
localities for several weeks, or months, and witness the electoral process well
beyond Election Day. LTs are asked to cover a large geographical area, and some
organizations prefer to deploy them in pairs. They can also assist with the logistical arrangements or training for short-term monitors (STs) who join them at a
later date. STs are deployed in the field much closer to Election Day, sometimes
only to cover polling day operations, although longer is better in order for them
to get familiar with the challenges they may be facing. They will usually cover a
small geographical area, under the supervision of local coordinators and/or LTs.

The aforementioned structure will vary for each organization depending on its size,
capacity, and geographical coverage. Field election monitors are usually much greater
in numbers than mission management staff but are also engaged for a much shorter
period of time, which is why there is a need for support from headquarters in terms
of methodology and logistical preparations. Ultimately, each mission will need to find
the correct formula to enforce best its target activities. Most notably, limited resources
usually mean that a balance must be found between the number of election monitors
on the ground and the length of their deployment.
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Volunteer recruitment and training
Briefings and debriefings are important to ensure that the uniformity of information
received and relayed by field monitors. This sets an opportunity for the monitors to
get vital information regarding the environment in which they will be working in. To
do this, it is crucial that points of view from other stakeholders are gathered. Thus,
during briefings and debriefings, missions can invite security officers, other CSOs, human rights workers, and even election management officials to provide some inputs.
Provincial and district coordinators should be trained by the mission headquarters and
be provided with orientation on what is expected from them, as well as regular follow-ups. They should also be given tips on how they can recruit volunteers to monitor
during election day.
Most national election monitoring organizations usually partner with other organizations with different mandates in order to have credible monitors on the ground, especially on Election Day. Many election monitoring missions are ad hoc networks formed
by like-minded individuals or organizations at the national or local level. In Myanmar
for instance, there has been since the opening of a democratic space a large mobilization of non-political CSOs who supply volunteers to networks set up with the purpose
of guaranteeing free and fair elections. These include youth networks, women’s or religious organizations, ethnic and village communities, sports clubs, etc.
The driving force behind citizen mobilization is the message that democracy is fragile
and should be nurtured through widespread scrutiny and activism. Conducting voter
education is also an effective platform for recruiting monitors to be deployed on Election Day. Usually, the youth are eager to participate in the process if given the proper
tools. Voters education campaigns in schools or universities can be used as platforms
to encourage the youth to sign up as monitors in their respective townships.
It is essential to convey a sense of ownership of the electoral process and election monitoring in order to sustain the participation of volunteers, and hopefully increase their
numbers from one electoral cycle to the next. In any case, all monitoring initiatives
and volunteers need to be supported by a core team that will be in charge of defining a
reporting, assessment, and communication framework.

Time management
One aspect that is important to consider is how to manage time throughout an election
monitoring effort. Ideally, all activities should be scheduled well ahead of the election,
which is made easier when the election management body announces the date of the
election early and publishes a comprehensive electoral calendar.
EMOs should design a mission timeline that includes all important steps such as de74
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ployment of core team staff, long-term and short-term monitors, as well as the start of
the election campaign or any relevant event. The easiest way is usually to work backwards from Election Day: for instance, if one knows how long LTs need to be in the
ground and the election date is set, it is then easy to identify when should recruitment,
training, and dispatch take place.
Time expectations should be kept realistic and flexible, since there may be unforeseen
events coming up, and the timeline should reflect the overall objectives of the mission.
If the EMO needs to obtain accreditation from election management or other government officials, that also needs to be factored in, including the possibility of delays out
of the EMO’s control.
Since most election missions adopt a pyramidal structure, training workshops are usually organized according to a cascading schedule: from the national level down to the
local level, and from long-term staff down to Election Day volunteers. Most organizations also rely on a “training of trainers” (TOT) structure, thereby increasing their ability
to scale up their activities as Election Day looms closer.
Finally, the timeline should fix a clear schedule for collecting reports from field monitors. The people on the ground should be well aware of what is asked of them, and when.
A balance should also be found in the number of reports to send back to headquarters:
the mission’s analysts should be supplied with relevant and periodic information, yet
not overwhelmed by an unreasonable amount of incoming data to sift through.

6.3 Deployment and Security
Establishing a deployment plan
When considering where to send election observers, it is important to ensure that the
data gathered will not be tilted to overrepresent a segment of the population or of the
electoral context. For instance, it is not a good practice to focus only on observing
polling procedures in urban settings, although this may be the easiest scenario. Rural
voters are certain to hold different views in comparison to their urban counterparts.
Therefore, one crucial aspect of a deployment plan is to ensure that is it balanced and
represents all the different point of view and experiences the voters they face.
Therefore, in gathering data from the field, election monitoring management ought to
consider the following factors when distributing field monitors:
•

Urban setting vs. rural setting

•

Areas close to the center of political power vs. in the periphery

•

Constituencies dominated by an ethnic, religious, or linguistic majority group
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vs. minority-populated
•

Affluent vs. poorly-developed areas

•

Stronghold of the ruling government vs. areas with history of support for the
opposition

•

Constituencies where media interest in strong vs. less exposed areas

From there, organizations should identify how best to allocate these resources in order
to engage with the maximum number of different situations and potential outcomes.
Diversity is the warrant of a reliable sample that would reflect the situation of all sectors of the population.
National election monitoring organizations also need to ensure that they can cover the
whole country in order to be comprehensive. For regional or local organizations, they
need to be clear that their findings can only be significant in the areas where they were
present, and cannot be extrapolated to the whole country.
One tool that can be useful to election monitoring missions is the use of
hotspots. Hotspots are areas of special interest that election monitors decide
to cover in priority because of risk factors such as:
•

Strong presence of security forces

•

Strong presence of vulnerable populations

•

History of election fraud or election violence

•

Especially competitive constituency

•

Stronghold of a government official or crony

•

Dire human rights situation

Hotspots are valuable to election monitors because they crystallize the issues
at hand in any particular election, and they are a good way to maximize the
effectiveness of volunteers on the ground. However, in no way should they constitute the only basis for a deployment plan, exactly because of their purpose.
If monitors are only deployed in the most problematic areas, then the mission
is likely to produce a biased assessment that will not accurately reflect the
situation on the ground. Moreover, even with the best possible information,
it is impossible to pinpoint with certainty where incidents may occur on and
around Election Day.
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Addressing security risks
Due to the nature of their work, election monitors may encounter risky situations in the
course of their deployment. These may come in the form of legal challenges or physical risks to their persons or properties. The general best practice in order to protect all
individuals involved in an election monitoring effort is to avoid confrontation, and if
possible, to collect data by safer means.
It is impossible to outline guidelines that would sufficiently protect domestic election
monitors everywhere, since there is a large variety of contexts and security risks that
only locals can fully understand and ascertain. That is why each EMO must devise its
own security protocols, and be prepared to handle any challenges to which their members could be confronted.
The first step in elaborating successful security procedures is to conduct a risk assessment. This should identify all the possible risks, as well as their probability of happening. Procedures should then be drafted in order (a) to prevent said risks from happening
in the first place and (b) to take immediate steps to resolve the situation if those risks
were to actually come true. The focus should always be placed on prevention in order to
mitigate the chances of an election monitor getting hurt, but crisis resolution strategies
should not be dismissed either.
Some of good practices adopted by election monitoring organizations include:
•

Field monitors are provided with identification tags and jackets or other
visibility material;

•

Field monitors are clearly informed about the legal dispositions related to their
status, and expressly instructed to comply with them at all times;

•

Field monitors are instructed to immediately disengage and proceed to a safer
location if they face threats or are placed in any situation that may endanger
their lives and properties;

•

Field monitors are to immediately contact their local coordinator or
headquarters in order to inform them of a developing security situation,
pursuant to each organization’s internal procedures. Headquarters may also
decide to set up a hotline specifically for monitors facing risks on the ground;

•

Field monitors should check in periodically with their coordinator and keep
them informed of their moves ahead of time;

•

Field monitors can be encouraged to resort to encrypted communication
systems such as WhatsApp, Signal, ProtonMail, etc. depending on the status of
communication security;
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•

Headquarters staff or local coordinators may decide to immediately reach out to
election management, security officials or other relevant state actor in order to
ensure the safety of their volunteers.

Not at of the tips above are applicable or even relevant to the experience of all domestic
election monitors. Indeed, some could even be counter-productive: in a country where
state security forces are the main perpetrators of violence, for instance, reaching out
to them may do more harm than good. Therefore, it is essential for each EMO to brainstorm about the security risks they could potentially face and adopt specific measures
to either mitigate or diffuse them.

6.4 Report Writing and Presentation of Findings
As we discussed previously, there is a wide variety of election monitoring organizations,
each with distinct focus areas, objectives, and methodologies which will be reflected in
its activities and assessment. Therefore, there is no “one size fits all” model for writing
election monitoring reports. However, there are some common features among most
EMOs, including the fact that most release a preliminary statement following Election
Day, and a comprehensive report further down the road.

Preliminary statement
At one point, and usually within 48 hours of the end of voting, each EMO will issue its
initial assessment of the election through a preliminary statement. This document is
extremely important, as it contains the most important findings of the election monitoring mission up to Election Day included, and the interest of the media and public
is high as they are usually eager to hear an independent opinion of the conduct of the
election.
In preparing for the issuance of such a statement, it is extremely important to consider
each of the following:
•

Timing of the release is key in order to ensure maximum media coverage;

•

EMOs should refrain from going public with a preliminary post-election
statement until confident that the information presented is accurate, honest,
and verified;

•

Statements should be independent in nature and present the top findings of the
overall mission, covering Election Day but not only, the continued nature of the
mission should be emphasized;

•

All significant findings and concerns should be included, secondary findings are
optional;
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•

If any statistics or infographics are included, these should be both relevant and
reliable;

•

Statements can include a list of immediate recommendations if deemed
necessary, but EMOs can also decide to hold on until they consolidate their
findings with their final report.

It is not the function of an election monitoring effort to certify the results of an election.
Instead, during the period immediately following the voting, an EMO can and should
comment on (1) whether it appears that the results are being reported accurately, honestly and in a timely manner; (2) how election disputes are being handled by the EMB;
and (3) the post-election environment, in particular whether it is tranquil or marked by
confusion, violence, and intimidation.
An EMO’s post-election assessment needs to reconcile individual experiences with
the organization’s overall impressions and data-driven analysis. The conclusions can
only be based on shared thoughts and elaborated after thorough discussions. Individual
comments to persons outside the organization prior to the release of a statement are
out of place and detrimental to the credibility of the EMO as a whole.
One common occurrence in post-election statements is the tendency to offer something positive to all stakeholders, which is known as the “appeasement phenomenon”.
This is not necessarily a good choice, since it will tend to dilute any legitimate criticism
that the statement might otherwise include. EMOs should always make sure to report
based on what they actually witnessed and not in anticipation to other stakeholders’
reactions. It is inevitable that actors who did wrong will react negatively.
On the other hand, the consequences of a post-election statement should not be underestimated as it will be delivered at the apex of national and international attention
given to the electoral process. Therefore, any criticism included in this release needs to
be substantiated and fair. If an EMO makes a mistake at this point, it will be extremely
difficult to recant later, which is why they cannot hazard any judgement that was not
thoroughly verified.
EMOs may also want to consider getting together and issuing joint post-election statements, which would offer the considerable advantage of speaking with one voice to
the national and international community. Joint statements are a common practice
in many countries, and it presents advantages, as long as all involved follow a sound
methodology and neutrality in monitoring elections. It could also bolster the profile of
a statement by increasing the number of field monitors deployed and polling stations
covered.
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Obviously, joint statements are only possible if EMOs agree in their assessment, and
they usually focus on the main findings after candid discussions. They offer the advantage for smaller organizations to be part of a high-visibility product, and reduce the
ability for other stakeholders to engage in “forum shopping” by promoting the reports
most favorable to them and dismissing those that are critical.

Final report
Several weeks or months after Election Day, an EMO will usually publish another, longer
document which will contain its conclusive and comprehensive take on the election.
While the preliminary statement usually grabs the media’s attention and generates
more coverage, the final report will be the one that will be regarded as the authoritative
source in the years to come. Timing of the release is not as important here and EMOs
need to be sure to all findings and figures presented were checked with due diligence.
The preliminary statement and final mission report should be consistent in their tone
and overall assessment, unless there are significant developments that happen during
the post-election period that may impact the integrity of the process. Inconsistencies
between the post-election statement and the final report would cause problems when it
comes to perception of the organization’s methodology or neutrality.
It is the responsibility of any observation mission to make sure that the final assessment reflects the observation group’s findings on the ground and is accurately transmitted to the public without being unduly influenced by third parties.
With regard to content, the final report will expand on the findings presented in the
preliminary report and offer a thorough assessment of the entire electoral process. Especially important is the Executive Summary, which consists in a short presentation of
the conclusions from each section of the report, and contains the overall assessment
and main recommendations. This report will be the basis for continued advocacy and
tracking progress when monitoring future elections.
Recommendations should be clear and coherent, based on a practical approach and
clearly identifying to which stakeholder each one applies. The use of images and infographics also encourages the media and public to take ownership of the report and
disseminate its findings widely.

6.5 Code of Conduct for Election Monitors
As mentioned on several occasions previously, one of the best practices for domestic
election monitors to implement is the adoption of a code of conduct to be used by the
entire team, from headquarters down to every volunteer. This is important in order not
to jeopardize the work of the organization, especially in terms of maintaining an in80
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dependent and non-partisan stance. A Code of Conduct represents a significant moral
commitment that all sincere election monitors will willingly sign, and it will remind
them of their obligations throughout the length of their deployment.
Below are some key points that can be used when developing a Code of Conduct, which
should conform to the principles of election monitoring outlined in Chapter 4:
•

Respect the core principles of elections and international human rights;

•

Respect the laws of the country, the authority of electoral bodies and national
sovereignty;

•

Always maintain strict political impartiality;

•

Do not obstruct election processes;

•

Provide appropriate identification;

•

Maintain proper personal behavior at all times;

•

Maintain accuracy and professionalism of observation in drawing conclusions;

•

Refrain from making comment to the public or media until the mission
publishes an official statement.

Once again, we encourage all election monitoring organizations to look at the template
“Code of Conduct for Non-Partisan Citizen Election Observers and Monitors” included
in Annex 1 and to consider taking inspiration in that document to produce similar guiding principles for all the people involved in their activities.
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ANNEX 1:
Declaration of Global Principles for Non-partisan Election
Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations
Preamble
Genuine democratic elections are the peoples’ collective expression of sovereignty and an inalienable right of citizens. These precepts are recognized in national constitutions the world
over and in international human rights instruments of the United Nations, regional intergovernmental organizations and other bodies.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights article 21 states that “The will of the people shall
be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine
elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot or by
equivalent free voting procedures.” Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, a treaty among 165 countries at this date) states that “Every citizen shall
have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned in article 2 [that is,
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status] and without unreasonable restrictions . To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret
ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the electors..” The election related rights
set forth and opportunities called for in those two articles are based on their explicit recognition
that every citizen has the right to take part in government and public affairs, either directly or
through freely chosen representatives.
Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations has emerged as one
of the most tangible and significant dimensions of democratic development around the globe.
In more than 90 countries on five continents over the last two decades, millions of citizens have
joined non-partisan election observation and monitoring efforts to ensure electoral integrity
and promote accountability in government and among political contestants. This has contributed to safeguarding genuine elections, mitigating potentials for conflict, and promoting accountability and democratic development.
Non-partisan observation and monitoring of elections by citizen organizations is part of participating in public affairs, which “relates to legislative, executive and administrative powers”
and “covers all aspects of public administration, and the formulation and implementation of policy..”(UNHRC General Comment 25, paragraph 5.) Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations exercises the right of association that is central to the functioning
of nongovernmental organizations, as well as the right to seek, receive and impart information
that is vital to transparency and is included in the freedom of expression protected by articles 19
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of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the ICCPR. Establishing an election process
that is open to citizen examination is essential because citizens not only have the right to genuine elections, they have the right to know whether the election process provided an opportunity
for free expression of the will of the electors and accurately recorded and honored the electors’
will.
Non-partisan citizen election observers and monitors can be considered as specialized human
rights defenders focused on civil and political rights, which are central to achieving genuine
elections. Genuine elections require respect for the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms, including association, peaceful assembly, expression, media freedom, movement,
security of person, equal protection of the law for prospective voters and those seeking to be
elected, as well as providing effective remedies when electoral related rights are violated.
These electoral related rights and freedoms, and related rule of law issues, are affected by a
range of institutions and processes over a lengthy period of time that makes up an election cycle
and are woven into the fabric of each country’s political process and historical context. At the
same time, elections allow citizens to aggregate their interests to demand that those seeking
office address issues related to economic, social and cultural well being, as well as peace and
security. Genuine elections therefore are not only a condition to establishing democratic governance; they are inseparable from broader democratic development.
With the exercise of rights come responsibilities, and non-partisan domestic election observers and monitors have an ethical obligation to conduct their activities in a responsible manner.
Various international publications and the charters of individual domestic non-partisan election observation and monitoring organizations and their cross-border networks emphasize that
non-partisanship requires impartiality, accuracy and professionalism.
Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations requires the highest
ethical standards for impartiality and accuracy based on credible methodologies that incorporate best practices that are suitable to national conditions. Non-partisan election observation
and monitoring seeks to enhance electoral integrity by deterring and exposing irregularities
and fraud, deterring and mitigating potentials for election- related violence and offering recommendations for improving electoral and political processes. It seeks to promote public confidence as the election process warrants and to promote citizen participation in government and
public affairs through electoral processes that are free of proscribed discrimination and unreasonable restrictions.
Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations seeks to cooperate
with election management bodies and other governmental authorities related to election processes and makes observations, assessments and findings based on the national legal framework and obligations concerning democratic elections that are set forth in international human
rights instruments, as well as standards, principles and commitments presented in international
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and regional charters, conventions, declarations and other such documents.
The quality of an election process typically reflects the democratic character of governance
leading to an election and can be an important indicator of the nature of government that results
from an election. The skills and networks developed in non- partisan election observation and
monitoring have allowed citizens across the globe not only to sustain their on-going electoral
integrity activities, but also to strengthen and expand their monitoring, advocacy and accountability efforts to promote representative, transparent and accountable democratic governance.

Therefore:
Recognizing that non-partisan election observation and monitoring is a growing trend around
the world, reaching thus far over 90 countries on five continents and mobilizing millions of citizens to participate in public affairs,

Acknowledging that non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations
can be considered as a specialized form of human rights defending that focuses on civil and political rights, which are central to achieving genuine elections, the rule of law and democratic
governance,

Noting that non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations can contribute significantly to deterring and mitigating potentials for election related violence, and that
activities by non-partisan election observation and monitoring organizations can contribute
significantly to improving the democratic quality of legal frameworks for elections, the conduct
of election processes and broader democratic development,

Appreciating that election management bodies and other government authorities have the
crucial responsibility to organize genuine democratic elections, that political parties and candidates have a right to seek to be elected, that citizens have the right to vote and to participate
fully in election and political processes and that non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations has a distinct role to play in the independent scrutiny of electoral
processes,

Affirming that the conduct of non-partisan election observation and monitoring creates responsibilities to other citizens, including prospective voters, those seeking to be elected and those
responsible for administering election processes and those charged with adjudicating electoral
disputes,

Emphasizing that genuine democratic elections provide the means to resolve peacefully the
competition for political power and provide the basis for citizens to express their will as to who
shall have the authority to govern, as recognized in article 21 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and article 25 of the ICCPR,

Appreciating that the United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRC) in General Comment
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25, paragraphs 5, 8, and 20, has declared to the 165 state parties to the ICCPR that the right to
participate in public affairs is a broad concept whereby citizens take part through public debate,
dialogue and their capacity to organize themselves, and the Committee has affirmed that “There
should be independent scrutiny of the voting and counting processes . so that electors have confidence..” that their elections are genuine,

Affirming that independent scrutiny of election administration, and the other processes surrounding elections, encompasses non-partisan observation and monitoring of elections by citizen organizations, which is distinct from judicial review and scrutiny by political parties, candidates or their agents,

Acknowledging that the charters, conventions, declarations and other instruments of regional
intergovernmental organizations, as well as documents of nongovernmental organizations, also
recognize the right to genuine democratic elections and that a number of instruments explicitly
support non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations, including,
for example, paragraph 8 of the OCSE’s 1990 Copenhagen Document and paragraph 22 of the
2007 African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance, and

Recognizing that many of the principles of non-partisan election observation and monitoring
by citizen organizations are common to those of international election observation set forth
in the 2005 Declaration of Principles for International Election Observation, which has been
endorsed as of this date by 39 intergovernmental and international nongovernmental organizations and which was recognized with appreciation by the United Nations General Assembly (A/
Res/64/155; 8 March 2010), and therefore adopting paragraphs 1 through 3 of that declaration
as paragraphs 1 through 3 of this declaration and otherwise noting harmony between the two
declarations,
The organizations endorsing this Declaration of Global Principles for Non-partisan Election Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations and the accompanying Code of Conduct for
Non-partisan Citizen Election Observers and Monitors hereby join to declare:

Genuine Democratic Elections
1.

Genuine democratic elections are an expression of sovereignty, which belongs to the
people of a country, the free expression of whose will provides the basis for the authority
and legitimacy of government. The rights of citizens to vote and to be elected at periodic, genuine democratic elections are internationally recognized human rights. Genuine
democratic elections are central for maintaining peace and stability, and they provide the
mandate for democratic governance.

2.

In accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ICCPR and other international instruments, everyone has the right and must be provided with the opportunity to participate in the government and public affairs of his or her country, without
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any discrimination prohibited by international human rights principles and without any
unreasonable restrictions. This right can be exercised directly, by participating in referenda, standing for elected office and by other means, or can be exercised through freely
chosen representatives.
3.

The will of the people of a country is the basis for the authority of government, and that
will must be determined through genuine periodic elections, which guarantee the right
and opportunity to vote freely and to be elected fairly through universal and equal suffrage by secret balloting or equivalent free voting procedures, the results of which are
accurately counted, announced and respected. A significant number of rights and freedoms, processes, laws and institutions are therefore involved in achieving genuine democratic elections.

Non-partisan, Independent Scrutiny of Electoral Processes
4.

Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations is the mobilization of citizens in a politically neutral, impartial and non-discriminatory manner
to exercise their right of participation in public affairs by witnessing and reporting on
electoral developments through: independent, systematic and comprehensive evaluation of legal frameworks, institutions, processes and the political environment related to
elections; impartial, accurate and timely analysis of findings; the characterization of the
findings based on the highest ethical standards for impartiality and accuracy; the offering
of appropriate recommendations for obtaining genuine democratic elections; and advocating for improvements in legal frameworks for elections, their implementation through
electoral related administration and removal of impediments to full citizen participation
in electoral and political processes.

5.

Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations is impartial
towards all political parties, candidates and those in favor of or opposed to any issue or
initiative presented in a referendum. It is politically neutral and concerned with electoral outcomes only in determining the degree to which they are the result of a genuinely
democratic process and are reported transparently, accurately and in a timely manner.

6.

Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations seeks to work
in cooperation with election management bodies, other governmental agencies and other electoral stakeholders and does not obstruct election processes or officials, electoral
contestants or voters. Non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations should meet with electoral and other governmental authorities and other electoral stakeholders to seek, receive or provide information and to offer recommendations
for improving electoral and political processes.

7.

Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations is independent of government, including electoral authorities, and is conducted for the benefit of
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the people of a country in order to promote and safeguard the right of citizens to participate in government and public affairs directly or through freely chosen representatives
elected in genuine democratic elections.
8.

Non-partisan election observation and monitoring organizations should be transparent
about their funding and must not accept funding from any source or upon any condition
that creates a conflict of interest that would hinder the organization from conducting its
monitoring activities in a nondiscriminatory, impartial, accurate and timely manner. No
one should be allowed to be a non- partisan citizen election observer or monitor unless
she or he is free from any political, economic or other conflicts of interest that would
hinder that person from conducting her or his election observation and monitoring activities in a nondiscriminatory, impartial, accurate and timely manner.

9.

Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations gathers systematically when practicable and always evaluates impartially information concerning
all elements of an electoral process, including factors that may affect the overall electoral
environment. This may be done through comprehensive non-partisan observation and
monitoring by one citizen organization, a coalition of organizations or coordinated efforts of organizations, and it may be done through the efforts of several organizations operating more or less independently of each other, including those that choose to examine
a particular process or element of the election cycle through specialized non- partisan
monitoring techniques. In order to avoid confusion about observation and monitoring
findings and unnecessary duplication of efforts, non-partisan election observation and
monitoring by citizen organizations should seek to achieve the highest degree of cooperation and potentials for coordination that are appropriate to the national circumstances.

10. The decision by citizen organizations to observe and/or monitor an election or any element of it does not indicate that the organizations either presume the election process
to be credible or to lack credibility; non-partisan election observation and monitoring
by citizen organizations seeks to evaluate the process and its elements accurately, impartially and as systematically as practicable in order to properly characterize processes
according to national legal requirements and applicable international obligations and
commitments. Non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations
should make every effort to ensure that their activities are not interpreted as legitimizing
a clearly undemocratic electoral process, including making public statements to prevent
such misinterpretations; this includes terminating observation and monitoring activities
where necessary and stating publicly the basis for that action.
11. Organizations endorsing this Declaration recognize that substantial progress has been
made internationally, including through regional organizations, international nongovernmental organizations and scholarly pursuits, in establishing standards, principles,
obligations, commitments and best practices concerning genuine democratic elections;;
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organizations endorsing this Declaration commit themselves to become familiar with
and use such benchmarks to best inform their analysis, conclusions, characterizations
and recommendations, and they pledge to be transparent concerning the benchmarks
they use in their observation and monitoring activities.
12. Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations includes the
responsibility to issue regularly public reports, statements and releases that are accurate, impartial and timely and that present observations, analysis, findings and recommendations for improving electoral processes. When observation and monitoring is limited to one element or a limited number of elements of an election process, the related
public statements should clearly state so. In addition to analyzing impartially reports of
direct observations by non-partisan citizen election observers and monitors, non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations may draw upon credible evaluations of electoral processes conducted by other non-partisan citizen organizations, academics, international organizations and similar sources; where such sources
serve as a principal basis for a finding or conclusion the sources should be identified.
13. Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations employs a variety of methodologies and techniques, depending on the aspect of the election process
and/or electoral environment being evaluated, and strives to employ the best and most
systematic methodologies and techniques, in accordance with established principles and
suited to the national circumstances, in order to produce observations, findings, analysis
and conclusions that are accurate, impartial and as timely as practicable.
14. Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations may employ
statistically based methodologies for evaluating the integrity of pre- election, post-election and election-day procedures, including verifying the accuracy of electoral results
through methodologies often referred to as parallel vote tabulations (PVTs), quick
counts or similar terms. Decisions about the timing of reports, statements and releases
concerning findings and conclusions based on such methodologies must carefully consider: the credibility of observer reports; the sufficiency of the information received; and
the accuracy of analysis of the statistical data, as well as electoral rules concerning the
timing of reports. Such reports should include information about statistical samples and
margins of error of the findings.
15. Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations can contribute significantly to deterring and mitigating potentials for election related violence and
to improving legal frameworks for elections, the conduct of electoral and political processes and broader democratic development. Non- partisan election observation and
monitoring organizations therefore have a responsibility, where practicable, to advocate
for peaceful electoral and political processes, improvements in legal frameworks for
elections and electoral administration, accountability in electoral and political process89
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es, removal of barriers to electoral participation by women, youth, indigenous peoples
and other marginalized populations, as well as to promote citizen participation in public
affairs.

Processes Observed or Monitored and Conditions Required
16. Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations employs in
its best practice long-term observation and analysis that address all parts of the election cycle as well as the broader political context that affects the character and quality
of elections. Where non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations cannot examine every element of a given election process, they should consider the
significance of pre-election and post-election factors and place election-day processes in
the proper context of the election cycle as well as the related political environment. This
is required in order not to over-emphasize election-day developments and thus potentially mischaracterize the nature of the election process.
17. The following are examples of elements of the electoral process that should be evaluated, though it may not be feasible to observe/monitor all of them in a specific election:
a.

the content and implementation of the legal framework, made up of the constitution, laws, treaty obligations and other international commitments, rules and
regulations relating to elections;

b.

the impartiality, transparency and effectiveness of electoral administration and
related governmental activities;

c.

the processes for appointing and retaining members of election management
bodies;

d.

the delimitation of election district boundaries;

e.

the registration of political parties, candidates and referendum initiatives and
their qualification for the ballot;

f.

the compliance of political parties with legal obligations and other requirements
concerning matters such as selection of candidates, campaigning and upholding
codes of conduct;

g.

the procedures relating to political party and candidate financing, campaign
spending and oversight of both;

h.

the incidence of international interference in the electoral process, through proscribed financial contributions to electoral contestants, international media bias
or other activities;

i.

the use of state resources in the electoral context, including their politically impar90
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tial applications and their improper use for the electoral advantage of particular
political parties, candidates or supporters or opponents of referendum initiatives;
j.

the application of anti-corruption laws and other safeguards in the electoral context, including protections for “whistleblowers” who expose election related corruption;

k.

the conduct of security forces and civil servants in administrative matters, such as
the issuance of permits and permissions for use of meeting places and locations
for peaceful assemblies and campaign activities, such as rallies and marches, as
well as the posting of campaign materials;

l.

the requirements and practices regarding access to the mass communications
media for political parties, candidates and supporters or opponents of referendum initiatives;

m. the requirements and practices concerning reporting by state controlled, public
and private media about political parties, candidates and supporters or opponents of referendum initiatives, including monitoring the amount and quality of
coverage of electoral contestants and coverage of issues that are pertinent to voter choices in elections or referenda;
n.

the ability of political parties, candidates and supporters and opponents of referendum initiatives to campaign freely for the support of prospective voters;

o.

the ability of prospective voters, including indigenous peoples and other traditionally marginalized populations, to seek and receive (including in minority languages) accurate and adequate information upon which to make electoral choices;

p.

the ability of eligible persons to register to vote and have their required information appear accurately on the voter registry and voter lists;

q.

the ability of prospective voters, those seeking to be elected and their supporters to be free of violence, intimidation, bribery and retaliation for their electoral
choices, including whether effective and equal protection of the law is provided
by police, other security forces, prosecutors and courts;

r.

the adequacy of voter education, particularly by state agencies, including among
other things where, when, how and why to register and to vote, as well as of guarantees for secrecy of the ballot;

s.

the appropriateness of locations of polling places and adequacy of their facilities;

t.

the production and distribution to polling stations and recollection and storage of
ballots and other sensitive election materials;
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u.

the policy making process and each stage of implementing decisions concerning
the use of electronic technologies in creation and execution of voter registries,
electronic voting, tabulation of results and other sensitive electoral procedures;

v.

the sustainability, appropriateness and cost-effectiveness of electoral technologies;

w.

the conduct of voting, including in minority languages, counting, tabulation and
announcement of results, including transparency of procedures and adequacy of
safeguards against inaccuracies and malfeasance;

x.

the conduct of procedures and processes concerning electoral complaints and
challenges by citizens, prospective voters, those seeking election and those supporting or opposing referendum initiatives, including the provision of effective
remedies for violations of electoral related rights;

y.

the conduct of administrative, civil and criminal processes concerning alleged violations of laws and regulations regarding electoral related rights and responsibilities, including application of appropriate penalties; and

z.

the development of changes to electoral related laws, rules, regulations and administrative procedures preceding and following elections.

18. In order for non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations to
be conducted successfully, several conditions should be present, including, among others:
a.

security conditions allow non-partisan citizen observers and monitors to evaluate
processes without substantial risk to their safety, the safety of their families or
their economic well being;

b.

election management bodies and other governmental authorities concerned with
electoral related processes honor the right to participate in government and public affairs by providing non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring
organizations access to polling stations and all other election related facilities and
processes in the pre-election, election- day and post-election periods, including
by providing accreditation, where it is required for access, in a timely manner,
without proscribed discrimination or unreasonable restrictions, such as providing
less access than allowed to international election observers, the media or political
party and candidate observers;

c.

election management bodies and other governmental authorities provide electoral transparency through timely access to information, including election results recorded at polling stations as well as aggregated results at higher levels of
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electoral administration, and by allowing scrutiny of electoral related activities;
d.

political parties, candidates and groups supporting or opposing referendum initiatives provide timely information about complaints they file concerning violations
of their electoral rights and the electoral challenges they lodge;

e.

non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations can exercise the freedom to associate with other organizations, both domestic and international, and cooperate with and/or receive assistance and support from them,
including financial assistance, in order to pursue non- partisan election observation/monitoring activities;

f.

non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations are free
to seek, receive and impart information, domestically and across borders, via verbal communications and printed or electronic media, including the Internet;

g.

national and international organizations, agencies, foundations and others that
commit to provide funding and/or other assistance for non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations do so in a timely and practical
manner that makes it possible in light of national conditions to employ the most
systematic election observation and monitoring methodologies practicable and
to integrate them into the capacities of the citizen organizations; and

h.

election management bodies, other governmental authorities, funders and other
supporters recognize and honor the premise that the information gathered, analysis performed and conclusions developed by non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations belong to the respective citizen non-partisan
observation and monitoring organizations, and those organizations are responsible for determining in light of legal requirements the timing and manner for presenting their findings and recommendations.

The degree to which these conditions are not present will impact the potential for successful non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations. The
lack of adequate security for deployment of observers/monitors or not being provided
accreditation and access to electoral facilities or other factors may prevent systematic
scrutiny of election processes. Non-partisan observation and monitoring organizations
may nonetheless decide to partially deploy observers/monitors, gather information from
outside polling stations and/or other facilities or otherwise compensate for restrictive
conditions, while identifying the restrictions, their causes and probable impact on their
activities.

Pledges and Commitments
19. In order to more effectively safeguard genuine democratic elections based on universal
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and equal suffrage and to respect the right to participate in public affairs, the organizations endorsing this Declaration pledge to foster the participation of all segments of the
population, including indigenous peoples, national minorities, youth and the equal participation of women, as observers, monitors and leaders of their organizations.
20. Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations should evaluate whether electoral related processes are free of discrimination proscribed by the
national legal framework and the country’s international human rights obligations, including whether equality before the law and equal protection of the law is honored in
the electoral context, so that universal and equal suffrage of electors and those seeking
election are safeguarded. The organizations endorsing this Declaration pledge to include
findings and recommendations in their reports concerning the participation in election
processes of women, youth, indigenous peoples, national minorities and other traditionally underrepresented portions of the population, such as, those with disabilities and internally displaced persons (IDPs), as well as concerning steps taken by authorities, electoral contestants and other actors to encourage full participation of such groups and/
or to remove barriers to their participation, including those affecting voter registration,
candidate selection and qualification, voting and receiving accurate and adequate information in minority languages in order to make informed electoral choices.
21. The non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations endorsing
this Declaration commit to:
a.

ensure that all of their leaders and participants, including non-partisan citizen
observers/monitors, fully understand and pledge to uphold the requirements of
impartiality, accuracy and timeliness in all of their election monitoring activities;

b.

provide effective training about (i) non-partisanship (including about the substance of this Declaration), (ii) relevant national laws, obligations (including international and regional obligations concerning genuine elections), rules, regulations
and procedures, as well as (iii) observation/monitoring communication protocols
and procedures, and (iv) elements of the applicable observation and monitoring
methodologies and techniques required for effective non-partisan election observation/monitoring;

c.

require all of their board members, other leaders, staff and volunteer participants,
including non-partisan citizen observers/monitors, trainers, organizers and other
members, to read, sign and pledge to abide by the Code of Conduct for Non-partisan Citizen Election Observers and Monitors that accompanies this Declaration
or an equivalent code of conduct of that specific non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organization;

d.

cooperate with election management bodies and other government agencies and
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other electoral stakeholders, respect relevant laws, rules and orders that protect
genuine democratic elections and not obstruct election processes or officials,
electoral contestants or voters nor conduct any partisan activity to affect the
choices that voters may make in an election or referendum;
e.

remain independent of government, including electoral authorities, be neutral toward political parties, candidates and those supporting or opposing referendum
initiatives, be transparent and not accept funding from any source or upon any
condition that creates a conflict of interest that would hinder conducting observation and monitoring activities in an impartial, accurate and timely manner for
the benefit of the citizenry;

f.

employ the best and most systematic election observation and monitoring methodologies and techniques practicable in light of non-partisan principles and national conditions, as well as the elements of the election process being monitored;

g.

conduct impartial, fact-based analysis and develop findings and recommendations based on national legal requirements and applicable international and regional obligations, principles, commitments and best practices and be transparent
concerning the benchmarks they use in their observation/monitoring activities;

h.

issue regularly to the public (including electoral stakeholders) accurate, impartial
and timely reports, statements and releases that present fact-based analysis, observations and findings and recommendations to improve electoral processes, including removing inappropriate provisions in laws, unreasonable restrictions and
other impediments to achieving genuinely democratic elections;

i.

cooperate and coordinate to the highest degree possible in the national circumstances with other non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations that have endorsed this Declaration and are implementing it in apparent good faith and manner;

j.

cooperate with international election observation missions, including regional
election observation missions, and others concerned with genuine democratic
elections;

k.

where practicable, advocate for improvements in legal frameworks for elections
and in their implementation, for violence-free, accountable, open and responsive
electoral and political processes, for removal of unreasonable restrictions and
other barriers to full citizen participation in electoral and political processes and
to contribute more broadly to advancing democratic governance; and

l.

publicize this Declaration and its accompanying Code of Conduct with other electoral stakeholders and citizens.
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22. The non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations endorsing
this Declaration commit to use every effort to comply with the terms and spirit of this
Declaration and the accompanying Code of Conduct for Non- partisan Citizen Election
Observers and Monitors. Any time that an endorsing organization deems it necessary to
depart from any of the terms of this Declaration or the accompanying Code of Conduct,
in order to conduct non- partisan election observation/monitoring in the spirit of this
Declaration and to meet national conditions, that organization will explain why it was
necessary to do so in its public statements and will be prepared to answer appropriate
questions concerning that decision from other non-partisan citizen election observation
and monitoring organizations that have endorsed this Declaration.

Endorsements
23. This Declaration and the accompanying Code of Conduct for Non-partisan Citizen Election Observers and Monitors remains open for endorsement by individual non-partisan
citizen election observation and monitoring organizations and regional networks of
non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations. All such organizations and networks shall be noted as “Endorsing Organizations.”
24. This Declaration and the accompanying Code of Conduct may also be endorsed by other
organizations that are concerned with or support non-partisan election monitoring by
citizen organizations, such as intergovernmental organizations, international nongovernmental organizations and other associations. Such organizations shall be noted as
“Supporters of the Declaration.”
25. Endorsements should be recorded with the Global Network of Domestic Election Monitors (GNDEM), or any of the regional networks of non-partisan citizen election observation and monitoring organizations that have endorsed this Declaration and Code of
Conduct. Endorsements may also be recorded with the National Democratic Institute
(NDI), which facilitated the consensus building process leading to this Declaration and
Code of Conduct. When an endorsement is recorded by any of the listed entities, it shall
inform the others of it in a timely manner.
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Code of Conduct for Non-partisan Citizen Election
Observers and Monitors
Introduction
Non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations is increasingly accepted around the world as a standard practice for supporting and safeguarding electoral integrity, promoting public confidence in democratic elections and mitigating potentials for election-related violence. Governments, including their election management bodies, those seeking
to be elected and other electoral stakeholders have recognized that non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations is an integral part of exercising the right of
citizens to participate in government and public affairs, which is an internationally recognized
human right. Non- partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations is noted by intergovernmental organizations and various intergovernmental charters, declarations
and other instruments as an important aspect of promoting genuine democratic elections.
The purpose of non-partisan election observation and monitoring is to help ensure the integrity
of the election process, by witnessing and reporting accurately and impartially on each aspect
of the process to evaluate whether it is conducted in an open and transparent manner and in
conformance with the national constitution, laws and electoral regulations, treaty obligations
and other international commitments concerning democratic elections. Non-partisan election
observation and monitoring by citizen organizations also seeks to ensure the integrity of the
election process by calling on all electoral actors (including the candidates, political parties,
those supporting or opposing referendum initiatives, election officials, other governmental authorities, mass media and voters) to respect the laws and election-related rights of all citizens
and to hold accountable those who violate the law and any person’s election-related rights. In
addition, non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations seeks to
mobilize citizens in the exercise of their right to participate in public affairs as non- partisan
election observers and monitors and to promote citizen participation more broadly in elections
and political processes.
Along with the recognition of rights related to non-partisan election observation and monitoring by citizen organizations come responsibilities. These responsibilities may be outlined in a
code of conduct to be adopted, along with a pledge of non-partisanship, by every observation
and monitoring organization. Rights and responsibilities of observers and monitors also may be
adopted as operating principles of an organization in formats other than codes of conduct.
The organizations and networks that endorse the Declaration of Global Principles for Non-partisan Election Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations subscribe to and follow
this Code of Conduct in addition to any similar code of conduct and operating principles of their
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individual organization or network. Each commits to require that all of its participants, including
leaders, staff, trainers, consultants and all observers and monitors adhere to this Code of Conduct, or a substantially identical one of the organization or network, and sign a Non-partisan
Election Observation and Monitoring Pledge substantially identical to the one presented below.

Modes of Conduct
In order to achieve these goals and purposes of non-partisan election observation and monitoring, each organization and network agrees that it will:
1.

Maintain strict non-partisanship, by remaining politically neutral in all activities concerning the election process (including observation, monitoring, voter education, exit polling and any other activities), by refraining from expressing publicly any preference for
or against any candidate, political party, group, movement or other association seeking
public office, or those supporting or opposing any referendum initiative (including when
reporting factually about violations of laws, regulations and electoral rights by parties,
candidates or referendum groups), and by rejecting all favors offered or threats issued
by any of the political contestants or their agents;

2.

Work independently of government in support of a genuine democratic election process,
without regard to who wins or loses, and employ the best practices, methodologies and
techniques, in light of non-partisan principles and suited to national conditions, in order
to observe and monitor the various elements of the election process throughout the
election cycle and the related political environment or apply best practices, methodologies and techniques to specific elements of the election process;

3.

Maintain strict adherence to the principle of nonviolence, call on all involved with the
election process to do the same and take any practical steps possible to reduce the potentials for election-related violence;

4.

Respect the country’s constitution, laws, regulations and international obligations consistent with holding democratic elections, promote respect for electoral related rights,
and call on others involved with the elections to do the same;

5.

Respect the roles of impartial election authorities at all levels and at no time interfere unlawfully or inappropriately in the administration of the elections, as well as seek diligently to work in cooperation with impartial election officials, and follow lawful instructions
from them or other appropriate authorities concerning protection of electoral integrity;

6.

Help to safeguard the rights of voters and prospective voters to exercise their electoral choice freely and without improper discrimination, unreasonable restrictions, interference or intimidation, which includes promoting respect for the secrecy of the ballot,
the rights of eligible persons, including women, youth, indigenous peoples, members of
national minorities, persons with disabilities and other traditionally marginalized popu98
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lations, to register to vote, to receive in languages they understand sufficient, accurate
information in order to make an informed choice among the political contestants and to
engage in other aspects of the election process;
7.

Help to safeguard, with strict impartiality, the rights of political contestants to be elected, without improper discrimination or other unreasonable restrictions on their ability to
receive legal recognition or to meet other requirements for ballot qualification, on their
ability to freely campaign for support of the electorate, on their ability to communicate
their political messages to the public or to exercise their rights to association, peaceful
assembly and movement, on their ability to monitor all elements of the election process
and to seek effective remedies, as well as to enjoy their right to security of person;

8.

Cooperate closely with other election observers and monitors from non-partisan citizen
organizations that endorse the Declaration of Global Principles for Non- partisan Election Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations and cooperate with international election observation missions;

9.

Report impartially, accurately and timely all observations and findings, both positive and
negative, with sufficient documentation of all serious problems to permit verification of
the events, and with sufficient documentation of positive aspects of the process to provide an impartial and accurate picture of what took place; and

10. Provide sufficiently high quality training for all observers and monitors to allow them to
understand this Code of Conduct, sign the accompanying pledge with full appreciation of
its meaning and provide reports that meet the standards of this Code of Conduct.
These 10 points concerning conduct may be modified or supplemented to meet national conditions. Individual election observers and monitors should be required to read and discuss the
code and sign a pledge of non-partisanship that embraces the provisions of this Code of Conduct.
In a case of concern about the violation of this Code of Conduct, the endorsing organization
shall conduct an inquiry into the matter. If a serious violation is found to have occurred, the observer/monitor concerned may have her or his observer/monitor accreditation withdrawn or be
dismissed from the endorsing organization. The authority for such determinations rests solely
with the leadership of the endorsing organization.

Sample Non-partisan Election Monitoring Pledge
Alternative words are offered in parentheses; the most appropriate word may vary in differing
national contexts.
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Election Monitor Pledge (Oath)
I, the undersigned, hereby pledge (promise or vow) that:
1.

I will serve as a non-partisan election observer or monitor in the forthcoming election
period to observe and/or monitor the voter registration, candidate qualification, political
party candidate selection, campaign activities, media coverage, voting or ballot counting and tabulation processes or in any other non-partisan monitoring capacity that I may
agree to perform; I will not conduct any partisan activity to affect the choices that voters may make in this election and/or referendum, and I will respect the roles of impartial
election authorities at all levels and at no time interfere unlawfully or inappropriately in
the administration of the election and/or referendum;

2.

I am neither a candidate nor activist for any candidate, political party, group, movement
or other association that is seeking public office in the upcoming elections, nor am I an
activist in support of or in opposition to any upcoming referendum, and I do not intend
to become a candidate in this election nor to use any non-partisan election observation
or monitoring organization as a basis for supporting my candidacy in any future election;

3.

I will maintain strict non-partisanship, by remaining impartial in all activities concerning
the election process, refraining from expressing publicly any preference for or against
any candidate, political party, group, movement or other association seeking public office
or in support for or opposition to a referendum initiative, and rejecting all favors offered
or threats issued by any of the electoral contestants or their agents;

4.

I will work in support of a genuine democratic election process, without regard to who
wins or loses, putting aside my personal views about those seeking public office or issues
presented in a referendum, in order to promote a democratic process, except when I exercise my right to cast a ballot in the secrecy of a polling booth;

5.

I have no conflicts of interest and will refrain from having any, be they personal, political,
economic or otherwise, that would hinder me from fulfilling my non-partisan election observation or monitoring activities impartially, accurately and in a timely manner;

6.

I will respect and protect the integrity of the non-partisan election observation/monitoring organization, including by following this Code of Conduct, any written instructions
(such as observation/monitoring protocols, directives and guidelines) and any verbal instructions from the organization’s leadership;

7.

I will refrain from making any personal comments about my observations to the news
media or members of the public before the election observation/monitoring organization makes a statement, unless specifically instructed otherwise by the organization’s
leadership;
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8.

I will attend all required domestic election observation and monitoring training sessions;
I will strive to become familiar with the election law and regulations and other relevant
laws as directed in the trainings, and I will fully adhere to the methodologies employed by
the organization and will act in all domestic election observation and monitoring activities to the best of my abilities;

9.

I will report impartially, accurately (including positive as well as negative factors) and as
timely as possible on all events that I observe in my capacity as a non-partisan election
observer or monitor; and

10. I hereby vow that I have carefully read and fully understand the Code of Conduct for
Non-partisan Election Observers and Monitors; I agree to promote its goals and principles and to comply with its requirements. I further vow to resign from my role as an election observer or monitor if I should develop any conflicts of interest that would hinder
me from fulfilling impartially, accurately and in a timely manner my non-partisan election
observation or monitoring activities or if I should violate the requirements of this Code
of Conduct.
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ANNEX 2:
Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections
Preamble
1.

The holding of periodic, genuine, free, and fair elections based on secret ballots and universal suffrage is the true expression of the sovereignty of the people. Free and fair elections are a precondition of democracy and they promote social, political and economic
development.

2.

Asia is a big continent, with vast geography, a wide variety of political systems, and great
human diversity. This Declaration has been drafted with the participation of election
stakeholders from across East Asia, South Asia and Southeast Asia.

3.

The Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections recognizes and reaffirms the rights
and principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Universal Declaration on Democracy.

4.

These rights and freedoms are universal and they apply fully and equally in Asia.

5.

The principles for ensuring free and fair elections are also universal. The Declaration
herein acknowledges and endorses the International Parliamentary Union’s Declaration
on Criteria for Free and Fair Elections, and reaffirms its pertinence in Asia.

6.

While each country in Asia has its own unique set of challenges with regard to elections,
the articles of the Declaration are meant to highlight the most pressing and the most
common electoral concerns in Asian countries. Despite what are at times vast differences, there are also elements of shared history, cultural heritage, religious tradition and
social and political development that bind the continent, or at least parts of it, together.
With its elements of commonality, it is possible to identify a distinct set of challenges
with regard to the holding of free and fair elections in Asia.

7.

The objective of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections is to identify the
most significant and widespread barriers to free and fair elections in Asia and strengthen
the resolve of the Asian people to address them by involving all relevant national, regional and international stakeholders.

8.

The issues and challenges discussed in this Declaration do not attempt to be comprehensive. The Bangkok Declaration is not a catalogue of principles for the conduct of free and
fair elections, nor is it a declaration of democratic rights and freedoms. It is a statement
of resolution by the Asian electoral community and other stakeholders to work collectively in their respective spheres to overcome some of their shared challenges, and it is
intended to be an organic document.
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9.

While this document is non-binding, the signatories to this Declaration nevertheless recognize and resolve to address, where they exist in their respective countries, the electoral challenges discussed.

Section I: Pre-Election Period
LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Article 1 – EMB Independence
1.

The fearless independence of election management bodies (EMB) must be guaranteed
by a state’s Constitution and other legal frameworks.

2.

The appointment of EMB members should be fully transparent and depoliticized. EMB
members should be removable only for a cause defined clearly in law.

3.

Secretariat staff must be able to perform their functions free of outside interference.

4.

Fiscal autonomy is a prerequisite for the independence of an EMB. Relevant budget
making bodies should ensure that EMBs are provided with a stable, adequate and timely
source of funding that allows them to fulfill their mandates effectively and independently
over the course of the election cycle.

Article 2 – Universal Franchise
1.

Prohibiting certain groups of people from voting erodes the legitimacy of elections as
the true expression of the people. Electoral laws must consider that universal franchise is
upheld in accordance with each country’s context.

2.

Citizens of voting age must be guaranteed the right to vote, regardless of their religious,
ethnic or social status.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Article 3 – Access to Voter Information
1.

Voter education is necessary to allow voters to make informed choices and participate
fully in elections. Lack of access to voter education can lead to disenchantment with the
electoral system and limits the ability of citizens to exercise their rights to free expression, peaceful assembly and free association. EMBs and other stakeholders must ensure
that voter education is widespread, inclusive and accessible.

2.

EMBs and other stakeholders must ensure that appropriate voter education is accessible
to all election stakeholders, including those persons who cannot read, those who speak
minority languages and those who are underprivileged or often underrepresented in the
political process.
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3.

EMBs and other state entities must share the responsibility for conducting voter and
civic education that lasts throughout the electoral cycle. Similarly, civil society, political
parties and candidates, and other stakeholders should contribute to this effort.

Article 4 – Training of Election Officials
1.

A lack of adequate training for election officials and polling station workers can create
problems at every stage of the electoral cycle, from poorly prepared voter lists to mistakes in the vote counting process. EMBs must ensure that election staff are provided
with appropriate, updated training that is thorough and of high quality.

2.

The training provided to election officials and polling station workers should cultivate
a culture of integrity, transparency and accountability and equip them with a thorough
understanding of election rules and procedures, inform them of their roles and responsibilities, and nurture an attitude of professionalism and civic responsibility.

3.

Although election technology can be highly beneficial, it can also lead to unintentional
errors or vote manipulation when not properly understood and used by election staff.
Especially when new election technology is introduced, EMBs must ensure that staff are
fully trained and knowledgeable about how to operate it properly.

PREPARATION OF THE VOTER LIST
Article 5 – Facilitating Voter Registration
1.

In countries with active voter registration systems, barriers to voter registration, including the type and availability of documents required for registration, the number and
location of registration centers, confusing and lengthy multi-step processes, and restrictive voter registration calendars, can all prevent eligible citizens from being added to the
voter list. EMBs should promote the highest possible rate of registration by conducting
voter registration in a way that is inclusive, convenient, and accessible to all.

2.

Where active registration is required, if the window for registration is set too early in the
electoral cycle, when interest and understanding is low, there is the risk that people will
miss the deadline. EMBs should ensure that voters understand the deadline for registration and that there is sufficient time to register all potential voters.

Article 6 – Accuracy of the Voter List
1.

Inaccuracies in the voter list, including errors of both inclusion and exclusion, seriously
undermine the legitimacy of elections and public confidence in the electoral process. The
EMB or other body responsible for the list should strive to maintain a voter list that is
complete, current and accurate.

2.

Problems with the voter list such as multiple registrants, dead people, children and un104
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derage voters, fictitious names, non-residents and missing names are all too common.
The accuracy of the voter list should be maintained using a rigorous and transparent
auditing system which includes pre-election checking and updating, updates based on
proper objections of voters, and a post-election evaluation.

Section II: Election Period
ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN
Article 7 – Oversight for Campaign Finance
1.

Fair elections demand that there be adequate oversight of campaign finance. Governments and lawmakers must ensure that there exists a rigorous legal framework that
fairly regulates political donations and campaign expenditures and allows for transparency of donations and expenditures.

2.

Even where strong laws exist to oversee campaign finance, implementation can be lax,
partial or ineffective. EMBs and governments must ensure that the laws are fully and
fairly implemented, monitored and enforced. It is essential that violators be punished
for their actions in accordance with the law.

Article 8 – Vote Buying
1.

Vote buying is the most blatant, and in some countries among the most common, form
of election fraud. It is a crime in most countries in Asia, and countries must devote the
necessary resources to prevent, monitor, investigate and punish it.

2.

Increasingly sophisticated and discreet methods of vote buying make it difficult for anti-
vote buying initiatives to succeed. Political determination and strong public support is
essential for success.

3.

Initiatives to combat vote buying must include rigorous voter education campaigns,
strict oversight of campaign finance, thorough investigations of alleged vote buying, and
prosecution of offenders conducted without exception.

Article 9 – Impartial Coverage by the Media
1.

Using state-run media to provide favorable coverage to the ruling party can seriously
tilt the election playing field and destroy confidence in the legitimacy of the electoral
process. State media should provide equitable space and time to all political parties and
candidates and be fair in their coverage

2.

of opposition parties.

In a democracy, it is the media’s civic and moral duty to act as a fair observer of public life.
Private media should strive to provide fair-minded coverage and analysis throughout the
electoral cycle.
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Article 10 – Election Violence
1.

A peaceful election environment is a necessary pre-requisite for legitimate elections.
Used at any point throughout the election cycle, physical force, threats and intimidation
seriously undermine the quality and legitimacy of elections. Election-related threats or
violence must be urgently dealt with using all necessary social, political and legal actions.

2.

Violence can only be prevented if the causes are first determined and the warning signs
are recognized as they appear. Efforts to pre-empt election-related violence should begin early and tackle both the causes and the symptoms of violence.

Article 11 – Use of Government Resources
1.

When government resources are used to promote political interests during an election,
the campaign process cannot be fair and the legitimacy of the result is called into question. Electoral laws must prohibit the unfair use of government resources for partisan
political purposes at any time.

2.

By themselves, laws against the misuse of government resources during an election are
not enough. Governments must ensure that compliance is monitored, the law is enforced,
and offenders are prosecuted.

Article 12 – Codes of Conduct
1.

Codes of conduct are valuable tools in promoting fair and transparent electoral campaigns. They can take the form of broad guidelines for all electoral stakeholders to follow,
or they can be focused on the activities of a particular group such as the media, political
parties, or election observers. Codes of conduct should be used to demonstrate the appropriate roles and responsibilities of the various election stakeholders in a free and fair
election.

2.

Without proper awareness and adherence, codes of conduct are of no use. Thorough
measures should be employed to educate election stakeholders about codes of conduct
and persuade them of the need to follow them.

3.

Compliance with codes of conduct should be monitored and unethical behavior should
be exposed. Where a violation of a code of conduct constitutes a breach of electoral law,
it must be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Article 13 – Military and Police Interference
1.

With their power, organization and resources, security forces that act in a partisan manner are likely to do irreversible damage to the quality of an election and to the perceived
legitimacy of the winning candidates. Strong measures are required to ensure that security forces remain strictly impartial and non-partisan.
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2.

Interference can be direct, as in the case of intimidation, or less direct, as in the case of
personnel being used to support campaigns or senior officers endorsing candidates. Military and police forces should remain entirely neutral at all times, and even subtle forms
of interference should be investigated and prosecuted.

VOTING OPERATIONS AND ELECTION DAY
Article 14 – Polling Station Management
1.

Even when it is entirely unintentional, mismanagement at the polling station has the
potential to deny people their democratic rights and skew the results of an election. The
most common problem is a lack of training, so EMBs should ensure that polling station
staff are thoroughly trained on the layout, the rules, and the procedures that must be
followed in order to ensure a fair election. Multi-‐ sectoral efforts and support should be
encouraged for the improvement of polling station management.

2.

Even when polling station staff are well prepared for the task, if they do not receive the
proper logistical support, they are unable to do their jobs properly. EMBs should ensure
that polling station staff receive voting materials and other resources that are complete,
authentic, and on time.

Article 15 – Enfranchising Minorities, Marginalized People and Persons with Disabilities
1.

Certain groups of people face a heightened risk of being disenfranchised. In different
ways, minorities, marginalized people and others facing particular challenges, including
internally displaced persons (IDP), internal migrants, stateless people, homeless people
and persons with disabilities, are at risk of being dispossessed of their right to vote by a
number of systemic barriers. EMBs and other stakeholders should take affirmative measures to encourage the full participation of minorities, marginalized people and persons
with disabilities.

2.

For minority groups that live in remote locations, such as in mountains, forests or islands,
the nearest registration center or polling station can be very far away, and the costs of
travelling long distances and forgoing work can be enough to prevent potential voters
from engaging in the election process. Minority groups can also suffer from lack of access
to voter education, either because of their remoteness, a lack of access to media, or because campaigns are often not conducted in their native language. Efforts must be made
to guarantee that minority groups can participate fully in the election process by ensuring that they have access to registration centers, polling stations, and voter education.

3.

Since IDPs have often lost their identification cards and registration documents along
with their registered addresses, they can have particular difficulty in exercising their
right to vote. Internal migrants can face similar barriers when they are not readily able
to register in their new place of residence. In both cases, governments must ensure that
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people are empowered to vote in their new locations by issuing new identification documents, updating the voter lists, and then conducting thorough voter education campaigns to inform people of their right to vote.
4.

Persons with physical, sensory or intellectual disabilities can face a distinct set of barriers
including lack of access to voter education, inaccessible registration centers and polling
stations, and voting materials and procedures in inaccessible formats. Persons with disabilities encounter unique barriers as voter education must be in accessible formats such
as sign language, Braille and large print. Persons with disabilities also encounter barriers
to securing identification cards due to discrimination and lack of accessible information.
Every citizen has the right to vote, and accommodations must be made for all persons
with disabilities, including ensuring that the election law does not discriminate against
persons with disabilities. Planning and budget should be allocated by EMBs for voter education, voter registration, casting a ballot at the polling station in secret, and, where it is
authorized, advance voting and mobile ballot boxes.

Article 16 – Voters Living Abroad
1.

Many Asian countries have large numbers of citizens living outside of the country that
nevertheless play an important role in the politics and the economy of their home country. Despite this, citizens living abroad often do not have the chance to vote due to the
cost or complexity of overseas voting systems.

2.

Where the financial and technical resources exist, countries should strive to allow citizens to vote from abroad with as little difficulty and inconvenience as possible. Opportunities to vote from abroad should be expanded wherever feasible.

Article 17 – Participation of Women
1.

In many countries, women are still disadvantaged in the electoral process. Cultural practices, an unfair playing field or running for office in a male dominated area all tend to
disadvantage women. EMBs and other stakeholders must ensure that election laws do
not disadvantage women. Rather, they should take positive action to encourage women
to participate fully in the electoral process.

2.

According to local custom in some places, women are expected to vote the way that their
husbands or male elders tell them to. In some cases, male heads of household are even
permitted to cast votes on behalf of their wives and family. Using voter education, training for polling station staff and any other means available to them, EMBs must ensure
that all women are able to exercise their democratic right to vote according to their own
choices.
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Article 18 – Accreditation of Observers
1.

Transparency is a hallmark of truly democratic elections. Domestic and international election observers can enhance the credibility and legitimacy of an election. Well-‐
trained, dedicated and non-partisan election observers are a key tool for promoting
the quality and integrity of the entire electoral process, and accreditation allows them
to function more effectively. EMBs, subject to their prevailing laws, should ensure that
all well-trained and non-partisan observer groups are permitted to observe all stages of
election processes including observing the entire polling and counting processes at any
polling station.

2.

When accreditation is given inconsistently or only at the last minute, it is difficult for
election observation groups to properly conduct the complex planning required for a
mission to observe the pre-election process as well as the election day and post-election
activities. EMBs should set out clear rules for timely accreditation of domestic and international observers and apply them fairly and consistently.

Article 19 – Effective and Professional Observers
1.

If election observation organizations lack the objectivity, professionalism, or adequate
resources necessary to operate independently and effectively, their contribution to the
transparency and legitimacy of the election will suffer. Election observation organizations should therefore work to ensure that all observers deployed are well-trained, independent, and objective and that they have adequate capacity to perform their duties in
conformity with internationally accepted standards.

2.

Observers that have adequate training, capacity, independence and objectivity encourage the conduct of free and fair elections. However, unfit observers may fail to perform
their responsibilities satisfactorily, and, moreover, may even distort the public’s perception of elections. While being welcoming of legitimate election observers, EMBs should
insist on high standards such as those declared by the Global Network of Domestic Election Monitors (GNDEM) in the Declaration of Global Principles For Non-Partisan Election Observation And Monitoring By Citizen Organizations for the domestic and international election observation organizations they accredit.

Article 20 – Printing, Counting, Consolidating, Transporting and Storing Ballots
1.

Management of the vote counting process is one of the most critical functions during an
election, and a fair and open process is an absolute prerequisite for a legitimate election.
The process of printing, counting, consolidating, transporting and storing ballots, both
before and after voting, must be fully transparent to the public, political party agents and
election observers.

2.
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out it, the final vote count can be manipulated. Observation groups and political parties
should ensure that observers are trained and deployed to observe these processes, and
EMBs must ensure that they are given the access to do so.

Section III: Complaints and Electoral Dispute Resolution
Article 21 – Electoral Complaint System
1.

An effective electoral complaint system is an essential tool for fighting fraud and mismanagement at each stage of the electoral cycle. EMBs must ensure that the process for
filing a complaint is clearly spelled out in advance of elections as well as readily accessible
to, and known by, the public. The system must be managed fairly, transparently, and in a
way that encourages those with complaints to come forward.

2.

When election stakeholders have insufficient information about how to file electoral
complaints, they are effectively excluded from the electoral complaint and oversight
process. EMBs should use voter education to ensure that every election stakeholder understands the electoral complaint process.

Article 22 – Timely and Impartial Dispute Investigation and Resolution
1.

A fair and neutral system of dispute resolution is critical for the integrity of an election.
When mechanisms for handling disputes are deficient, citizens and candidates feel that
their voices are not being heard and lose confidence in the election process and its results. Where dispute resolution bodies are subject to political influence or corruption,
the dispute resolution process can be manipulated. Governments must ensure that the
bodies with the responsibility to investigate and make decisions on electoral disputes are
independent, impartial, professional and sufficiently financed.

2.

Undue delays in the resolution of cases can be used to manipulate the dispute resolution
process and deny the application of justice. Whether delays are due to insufficient capacity, or whether they are politically influenced, they undermine the legitimacy of the entire dispute resolution process. Within the framework of the electoral cycle, reasonable
time limits should be set for the resolution of cases to avoid unnecessary delays. These
time limits must be rigorously but fairly enforced.

Call to Action
1.

We therefore call upon the people of Asia, as well as their governments, election management bodies, political parties, candidates, civil society organizations, observer
groups, the media and all other election stakeholders to strengthen their commitment to
addressing these common challenges. As members of the Asian electoral community, we
call upon all election stakeholders in Asia to work together to build and ensure free and
fair elections across the region.
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2.

The issues and challenges included in this Declaration are neither comprehensive nor
ubiquitous, as each country in Asia has its own unique set of challenges with regard to
elections. We nevertheless urge the electoral community in each country to work towards improvement by focusing attention on those articles that are relevant in their own
contexts.

3.

Furthermore, with such great diversity in Asia, not all issues can be resolved in the same
way. We call upon the electoral community in each country to use as a foundation the
universal principles referenced in this Declaration and documented in other instruments
such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Declaration on
Criteria for Free and Fair Elections. We urge them to utilize and benefit from the rich
electoral experience found across Asia.

4.

But we are ever cognizant of the fact that each country’s electoral challenges exist within its own unique and complex context. Countries can benefit most from this Declaration by recognizing that as we resolve to address our common challenges as members of
the Asian electoral community, the solutions must still fit the unique nature of country-
specific problems.

We believe that free, fair, transparent, peaceful and democratic elections are possible in all
countries across Asia. As members of the Asian electoral community, we hereby resolve to work
towards making this a reality.
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ANNEX 3
Sample Election Day Checklists
We have stressed throughout this handbook the importance for election monitor organizations
to come up with a sound methodology and use standard reporting formats for all volunteers.
In light of this, ANFREL has decided to include actual Election Day checklists used by ANFREL
members for their own purposes.
The intention is not to provide election monitors in Thailand with ready-to-use checklists or
reporting forms, which may not be adapted to their structure, objectives, or methodology, but
instead to encourage them to study those used by experienced election observers in other countries, and come up with the tools that would best suit their own needs.
The first Election Day checklist included here comes from Sri Lanka’s Center for Monitoring
Election Violence (CMEV), a well-established election monitoring organization specializing in
election-related violence and campaign finance. This form was drafted for the Sri Lankan presidential election which took place in November 2019.
The second document is a checklist elaborated by the People’s Alliance for Credible Elections
(PACE) for the November 2018 by-elections in Myanmar. It is noteworthy to mention that the
flag symbols included in some of the answer boxes identify the most serious incidents that election monitors may encounter.
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